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Entertainment business means a lot of things: movies, 
casinos, electronic games, etc.. Concerning the electronic 
games business in Hong Kong , it can be further divided 
into 3 areas: (a) arcade machines installed in game 
centres; (b) games run on personal computers and (c) game 
consoles linked to TV set at home. Currently there are 4 
brands of game consoles, all are made in Japan, competing 
with each other: PC-Engine from NEC, Megadrive from Sega, 
Super F ami com from Nintendo and Neo - Geo from SNK. As a 
marketing manager in the electronic games business in Hong 
Kong, he/she needs information to direct his/her marketing 
mix planning process. It is vital to understand the current 
marketing mix of the game console market and, in 
particular, the perceptions of customers. It is the goal of 
this research to help the marketing manager in these 
aspects. Through written materials and observations, the 
current marketing mix of game console market in Hong Kong 
is studied and through in-depth interviews and a 
questionnaire survey, customers• perceptions are collected 
and analyzed. Finally, limitations of the research is 
mentioned and the conclusion is presented. 
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Origin of research 
Ten years ago, it was every teenager»s dream to have 
an Apple II compatible to play the classic PAC-MAN or 
KARATEKA as his/her ultimate advanced home entertainment. 
Four years later, a small tiny box arrived in Hong Kong 
from Japan — the Nintendo game console called Nintendo 
Entertainment System (NES) 一- shocked youngsters in Hong 
Kong. Its colorful, funny screen layout and excellent sound 
output (with respect to the standard during those days) had 
made it an around $21,000,000 sales/year. Now, the 
situation has been more complex. In 1990, there are several 
"hot" game consoles competing with each other: the NECs 
PC-ENGINE, SNK's NEO-GEO and the SEGA's MEGADRIVE. They are 
all excellent game machines with quite different product 
attributes. More interesting, recently (Nov 2 6 - Dec 1) a 
new comer: the SUPER FAMICOM, the 2nd generation of the 
original NES, has arrived in Hong Kong and it seems that 
all game maniacs are willing to have a try.... 
Basically, as compared to computer games, games 
playing in the game console environment offer more actions, 
more colors and more involvement. In addition, the relative 
set up cost for computer gaming is much more substantial 




set up cost for a game console environment is about $1,000 
Hong Kong dollars (i.e. the price of a game console) 
whereas the set up cost for a computer gaming environment 
with matching capability is about $10,000 dollars (AT-class 
machine, hard disk, VGA monitor, etc.). Moreover, games 
using Japanese game consoles are more visual oriented and, 
most importantly, not complex while many computer games are 
complex enough to confuse even the most sophisticated 
computer user. As a result, the potential user of these 
game consoles are much wider in range than that of computer 
games: those who are intelligent enough to enjoy visual 
coordinations and physical reactions (using the direction 
button and fire buttons of the joypad)• 
The managerial importance of the research; As a 
marketing manager in the electronic gaming business, having 
a strong commitment in the Hong Kong game console market in 
mind, he or she has a number of questions that must be 
answered before arriving an appropriate marketing mix 
(which product to sell, the pricing strategy, promotion 
activities and distribution network) for the company: 
* Which merchandise (PC-Engine, Megadrive, Super 
Famicom or Neo-Geo) do customers like most ？ Why ？ 
* Which are the important factors affecting customers' 
buying decisions ？ Is pricing the most important one 
• . 
* Prom what channels do people get the information 
about game consoles ？ Which channel is the most 
common one ？ 
* What are the current situation of Japanese game 
� . 
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console distribution in Hong Kong ？ Where do 
customers want to make their purchasing action ？ 
* Since the super Famicom is a very new comer in the 
Hong Kong game console market, will it be the 
"hottest" one in the coming year ？ Why ？ 
It is hoped that this research can contribute to the 
effectiveness of the marketing planning process of the 
marketing manager in the electronic gaming business and it 
is also hoped that this research can act as a preliminary 
reference for anyone who is interested in knowing more 
about the products, customer perceptions and distributions 
of game consoles in Hong Kong. 
The problem statement and the target population 
In order to help the marketer perform his or her 
planning job, the questions mentioned above need to be 
answered. Those questions, in fact/ can be summarized into 
3 key questions, each asking a unique aspect of the game 
console market in Hong Kong: 
(a) What is the current marketing mix (what product, what 
price, what promotion and distribution) of Japanese 
game consoles in Hong Kong ？ 
(b) What are the customers‘ perceptions and preferences of 
different brands of Japanese game console in Hong Kong 
o • . 
(c) Is there a room for the SUPER FAMICOM ？ 
Similar to consumers of various kinds of game packages 
that run on personal computers (e.g. Apple II or IBM PC), 
the ultimate users of these made-in-Japan game consoles are 
enormous : from age 10 to age 40 or above. Most of the 
� 
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games used by these consoles are just in the form of 
testing the player*s coordination between visual detection 
and physical (probably your fingers) reaction. So basically 
the product suits the ability of most of the population in 
Hong Kong. 
However, if we look at the purchasing pattern of these 
products by age classes, differences can be observed 
markedly. For example, for users of age 10, they may not 
have "sufficient" bargaining power in the family in order 
to direct a particular buying decision and can just merely 
act as an influencer to the ultimate decision maker: their 
parents. In addition, for users of age 10, they may not 
possess the level of sophistication to perform a rational 
comparison among different brands based on a defined set of 
criteria. As a result, they may just turn up influencing 
their parents in a "first-see-first-buy" manner, that is 
they will urge their parents to buy the brand that they 
first recognize, before they recognize any others, without 
any rational calculations. 
In order to reach for a more useful research and to 
make effective use of time and manpower resources 
available, the target population of this study will be 
those individuals who have at least some knowledge about 
game console and would go through a decision making process 
in order ta make a choice in purchasing a particular brand 
of game console away from others. It may not be necessary 
that they actually pay for the product they want to tmy, 
but it is necessary that they are the ultimate decision 
maker to decide the brand that is going to be purchased. 
� 
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An early estimate is that in a typical household, a 
member of age 15 or above fits the criteria just mentioned. 
In addition, a more accurate estimate can be reached 
further. It is well known that the Golden Shopping Centre, 
located in Shamshuipo, is "the right place and the only 
place" to acquire the most up-to-date information about 
game consoles, as well as personal computers. About one 
third of the shops there are selling Japan game consoles. 
An survey was conducted by asking the ages of 54 
information seekers, as well as purchasers from one of the 
most crowded stores selling game consoles in the Golden 
Shopping Arcade on one Sunday afternoon. The result shows 
that about 83% of them are male aged between 15 and 25. 
Therefore, it seems that individuals who fit the 
criteria most are male aged between 15 and 25 who have at 
least some knowledge about game console and would go 
through a decision making process in order to make a choice 
in purchasing a particular brand of game console away from 
others. There are about 2 3 5 , 0 0 0 o f individuals under 
this class in Hong Kong. Due to time constraint, it is 
desirable to focus our study in analyzing the decision 
making process and preference of different brands under 
this specific group. 
It should be noted that, although one attribute of the 
t.. 
target population defined is that they are individuals with 
at least some knowledge about game consoles, shoppers at 
the Golden Shopping Arcade are likely to be those having 
good product knowledge. That is. These shoppers most likely 
belong to the leading market segment which means an 
X 
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advantage and, at the same time, a disadvantage: the 
advantage is that the result of a study based on this 
specific segment does give insight about the perceptions of 
individuals having good product knowledge but the 
disadvantage lays in the point that the result of the study 
certainly cannot represent the whole market for game 
console product in Hong Kong. It is expected that, however, 
the perceptions and behavior of the leading segment can 
more or less provide hints on what the rest of the market 
would do and that the study of this leading segment can be 
treated as a point of reference to the rest of the market. 
Information sought 
After careful analysis of the research problem, the 
information needs that are required for addressing the 
problem are identified: 
Product information: the product specifications of the 4 
brands: PC-Engine, Megadrive, Neo-Geo and Super Famicom. 
For example, the product•s visual and audio output 
capabilities, the horsepower of the microprocessor inside 
the machine, the price, etc.. 
Market size: the major reason why this research focuses on 
product perceptions of males aged 15-25 is that they 
represent those who already have knowledge about the 
products and, thus, have a number of criteria in mind that 
have to be evaluated before making any purchasing 
decisions. However, as mentioned in the previous 
discussion, the product itself fits anyone who enjoys 
visual coordinations and physical reactions. For example, 
X 
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in Japan, almost every household has at least one game 
console for entertainment. So, it is appropriate for a 
marketing manager to estimate the market size in Hong Kong 
in order to assess the attractiveness of the game console 
business. 
The current promotion and distribution of game consoles in 
Hong Kong: this helps the marketing manager in planning the 
appropriate promotion and distribution activities for his 
or her product. 
Target population's knowledge about game consoles in Hong 
Kong! although the target population of this research are 
male aged 15-2 5 who have at least some knowledge about game 
consoles, it is still useful to know how much and from 
where they know about the products since this information 
help the marketing manger a lot in allocating resources in 
promotion activities• 
Target population's attitude towards different attributes 
of a game console: although some of the attributes of the 4 
different brands can be compared objectively, the 
measurements that really matters are, in fact, perceptions 
from customers. In addition, many other attributes that 
affect buyer•s decisions, such as game quality and game 
variety, are quite subjective. So, a study is needed here 
to acquire the information. 
Relative importance of factors affecting the_buy/no-buy 
decision makincf: this information is vital because it gives 
hints to a marketing manager about which brand is going to 
have the greatest probability to excel in the future. In 
addition, this information also help the marketing manager � 
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in product package modification and promotion. 
Target population's preferences towards different brands of 
game consoles 








A combination of secondary data, as well as primary 
data : since few formal document can be found about the 
subject of this study, most of the following information 
come from primary data acquired through observations (of 
distribution) and in-depth interviews (with 3 shopkeepers 
and with 12 individuals from the target population). 
However, secondary data (e.g. product information) is also 
a crucial input to our analysis. 
Game consoles: the products 
In this research, we focus on 4 hot products currently 
in the market: the NECs PC-Engine, SEGA's Megadrive, SNK's 
Neo-Geo and the Nintendo"s Super Famicom. The reason why we 
didn* t include the one that came to Hong Kong before any of 
the 4 mentioned above did : the Nintendo Entertainment 
System, is that (i) according to the opinions from the 3 
shopkeepers and the 12 individuals that are interviewed, 
and also from the product specifications, the NES is an old 
product and* is inferior in many dimensions, as compared to 
any of the 4 game consoles that we are focusing on. As a 
result, purchasers would simply ignore its existence; (ii) 
it is no longer available for sale in the Golden Shopping 
Arcade where game maniacs spend most of their time 
'. ' -
wondering, apart from playing games at home. 
PC-Engine: in late 1988, NEC introduced a game console 
named PC-Engine in Japan in an attempt to capture a 
significant slice of market share from Nintendo whose NES 
gaune console had proved a big success in Japan and Hong 
Kong. Several weeks later the product was also available 
for sale in Hong Kong. The product looks very compact: it 
is about a 6" * 6" * 1,5" box of white color with 2 joy-
pads attached. The games that used by PC-Engine is in fact 
credit-card sized disks where bits of the actual game 
\ 
software are stored. 
When the PC-Engine was put on the shelves for sales in 
the Golden Shopping Arcade, everyone was astonished by the 
superior features of the product, as compared to the NES. 
The NES can display 3 different colors out of 52 
simultaneously while PC-Engine can display 16 out of 512 
simultaneously• While both game consoles can h?ive 64 moving 
characters in one screen, PC-Engine•s character has a 
resolution of 64 * 32 points while NES only has a 
resolution of 8 * 8 points. The total screen resolution 
provided by both game consoles are more or less the same: 
NES has a total resolution of 256 * 240 points while PC-
Engine has a less degree of resolution of 245 * 216 points. 
In addition, both game consoles use a 6502-type 8-bit 
microprocessors: NES uses the 2A02 microprocessor and PC-
Engine uses the Hu6280 microprocessor. However, the 2 
products are using similar processors with different speed 
mode; the 2A02 can only run in a 1.75 MHz mode while the 




playing response from PC-Engine is faster and smoother than 
that from NES. Moreover, PC-Engine has one expansion slot 
used for connecting a wide range of accessories such as CD-
Rom player or modem, but NES has none. The starting price 
of NES is 21,000 yens while PC-Engine is just a little 
higher, at 24,800 yens in 1988. In march 1991, the price of 
a PC-Engine is about $900 Hong Kong dollars. 
[picture: PC-Engine] V 傘 
PC ENGINE 
Megadrive: unlike NEC, whose major business is not 
entertainment oriented, the Sega Enterprise in Japan is a 
big company whose core business is electronic 
entertainment. Sega Enterprise is, in fact, a 80 billion 
yen company and a listed company since 1986. Its revenue 
comes from 3 areas: (i) arcade coin-up business, 49%; (ii) 
family entertainment business, 50% and (iii) licensing, 1%. 
Sega has developed and marketed a number of game consoles 
for home entertainment for a number of years, but they were 
just moderate success in Japan and cannot gain a 
significant share of Hong Kong market at all (dominated by 
NES in Hong Kong at that time) • Gaining from previous 
exposure in game consoles and expertise in arcade coin-up 
development, Sega formally introduced its "2nd-generation 





One of the major breakthrough of Megadrive over PC-
Engine is that it uses a 16-bit microprocessor, the 
Motorola 68000, as its CPU. This microprocessor is so 
powerful that it is also used by personal computer 
• 
manufacturer, such as APPLE COMPUTER, in its Macintosh 
computers. In addition, an additional 8-bit microprocessor, 
Z80A, is employed to boost the audio capability of the 
console. Concerning its graphic output capability, 
Megadrive can display 64 different colors out of 512 
simultaneously. The total screen resolution offered by 
Megadrive is exactly the same as what most arcade machines 
can offer : 320 * 224 points. Moreover, Megadrive is the 
first game console offering an unique 2-level background 
scrolling capability. By utilizing this capability, the 
depth and distance of the background can be realistically 
displayed in the screen and, according to the product 
specifications, neither NES or PC-Engine can compete with 
Megadrive in this aspect. More than that, Megadrive can 
have 80 moving characters in one screen while PC-Engine can 
only have 64• By the use of the Z80A processor and advanced 
electronic engineering, Megadrive can reproduce human sound 
and stereo sound. The Motorola 68000 CPU runs at 8 MHz 
inside Megadrive which is faster than the 7 MHz of the CPU 
Inside PC-Engine. Surprisingly, the introductory price of 
Megadrive in Japan is less expensive than PC-Engine : only 
14,800 yen. In March 1991, the price of the Megadrive game 
console in Hong Kong is about $800 Hong Kong dollars. 
•V 
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[Picture: Megadrive] 國 
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Neo-Geo: after the introduction of the PC-Engine and 
Megadrive, a well known manufacturer of NES‘s game 
cartridges and many arcade coin-ups, SNK, also entered the 
home entertainment market and introduced a game console 
with a new concept: the Neo-Geo. Compared to the truly 
arcade coin-ups in game centres out on the street, the PC-
Engine and Megadrive are still no match with them in most 
dimensions. However, Neo-Geo comes with a different 
concept: "The players can bring the games from game centres 
back homes and continue at the place where they left in the 
game centres ！" That means the system in home have to be 
exactly the same in capability as the system used in game 
centre. That’s the point. The one that is used in home is 
the Neo-Geo and the one that is used in game centre is 
called the MVS (Multi Video System)• A specially designed � 
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memory card is used as the media of transfer. Players can 
bring the memory card to the game centre and insert it into 
the MVS system. After playing a SNK game in the MVS system 
for a while萝 the player can save the progress status on the 
memory card and bring it back home, insert the memory card 
into the Neo-Geo and restore the progress status and 
continue the game at home. 
The Neo-Geo home system is exactly the same as the 
arcade unit but in a substantially smaller and snazzier 
package, and it plays the same games. It sports a dark, 
sleek, low-profile aerodynamic look. Its black plastic case 
is 13 inches wide by 9.5 inches long by 2.25 inches high. 
In the back of the unit there are sockets for the power 
pack and audio/visual outlets. The front panel has two 
controller sockets, a mini-phone jack, a volume control, 
and a slot for the 4K memory card. The controller's sheer 
size is impressive: 11 inches wide by 7.5 inches long by 
1.5 inches high. It is three-quarters the size of the 
system unit. There's plenty of finger-punching territory, 
and the player can hold the controller comfortably on his 
lap. In addition, the start and select switches and the 
four fire/jump buttons are the same size as those on the 
arcade unit. SNK says the Neo-Geo features "32-bit 
quality" gameplay, but the system actually uses a 16-bit 12 
MHz Motorola 68000 processor teamed with an 8-bit Z80 
processor which runs the sound chips. This configuration is 
similar to that of the Sega Megadrive, but the Neo-Geo 
packs a decidedly more powerful feature. It has a larger 
color palette (65,536 colors, compared to 512 for PC-Engine � 
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and Megadrive) and has the ability to paint more colors on 
screen simultaneously (4096 compared with Megadrive•s 64 
and PC-Engine's 16) . The system will also be able to draw 
up to 380 moving characters on screen, compared to 80 
characters for Megadrive and 64 characters for PC-Engine. 
Other hardware abilities include the ability to move an 
entire screen as an individual character and built-in 
graphic scaling. Additionally, the Neo-Geo's Z80 enables it 
to crank out sound, music, and voice from 15 different 
1 channels, seven of which handle digitized speech. However, 
‘ with these outstanding product specifications, the price of 






Super Famicom: before actual introduction to the 
market (November 1990), Nintendo has held 3 declamations 
about its 2nd-generation home entertainment system: The 
first speech is held in late 1988, the second one is in 
late 1989 and the last one is in summer 1990 • It takes 
almost 3 years from declamation to actual introduction. 
However, most gamers think that it is a masterpiece that 
worth waiting for because it is in fact a state of art 
product that reflects the "quantum leap" from the old NES 
brought in by Nintendo years ago. 
The first thing people really notice about the Super 
Famicom is its size, a sleek compact gray unit measuring 
200 mm * 240 mm * 60 mm, with a cartridge slot, a power 
switch, a cartridge eject button, and a reset switch. At 
the heart of the console lies a 16 bit specially designed 
processor, with a number of other video and audio chips. 
The graphics chip provides a maximum resolution of 512 * 
448 points and can display 256 different colors out of 
32768 simultaneously ！ In addition, the graphic chips in it 
can do special things like rotate the screen and flip and 
zoom characters on the screen. For creating sound effects 
and music, the Super Famicom has both an 8-bit sound chip 
and a very fast digital signal processor. The sound quality 
approaches that of audio compact discs. It weights about 
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Nintendo's 16-bit Super Famicom 
The current promotion and distribution 
of game consoles in Hong Kong 
All 4 different game consoles under discussion: PC-
Engine, Megadrive, Super Famicom and Neo-Geo have at least 
one thing in common: they are all Japanese products. In 
fact, the manufacturers (NEC, SEGA, Nintendo and SNK) of 
these 4 machines have already launched or planned to launch 
these game consoles to countries other than Japan. 
Obviously, their second destination is USA. In USA, some 
machines even have different names. For example, the PC-
Engine was ‘ renamed as TurboGrafx-16 and Megadrive was 
renamed as Genesis. After its introduction in Japan in 





be too small to be mentioned. As a result, there are no 
formal procedures taken by those 4 manufacturers to launch 
their products in Hong Kong. In fact, the current promotion 
and distribution pattern of these products in Hong Kong can 
be described as unsystematic and insufficient. 
Concerning the distribution channel of Japanese game 
consoles in Hong Kong, 3 types are currently available: (a) 
toy sections of Japanese department stores such as SOGO, 
Mitsusakaya, Mitsukoshi, Yaohan, etc. (b) Golden Shopping 
Arcade in Shamshuipo and (c) many retail toy shops, 
especially in tourist area such as Tsim Sha Tsui. It is 
observed that different types of channels have different 
attributes. For example, most of the Japanese department 
stores only have PC-Engine and Megadrive available for 
sales. In the Golden Shopping Arcade, people can get the 
hottest information about computers and game consoles. The 
4 different brands of game consoles are continuously in 
demonstrations and are available for sale there. The third 
type of distribution channel, those small size retail toy 
shops, is quite unpredictable in its nature since it is 
usually up to the shop owner• s mood and instinct to have 
which brands for sell. 
Other than face-to-face selling activities of the 
distribution channels mentioned above, the only other 
promotion activity is advertising and articles in many 
gaming magazines. Some of them are listed here: "GamePro", 
"Game Player"s", "Game Tactics for Megadrive", "Game 
Tactics for PC-Engine", "Computer Gaming Monthly", 
"Computer + Video Games". Some of them are local 
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productions, some of them are USA magazines or UK 
magazines. 
Market size 
All 4 manufacturers of the 4 game consoles --
Nintendo, NEC, SEGA and SNK -- claim that their products 
are for the international household markets. That is, based 
on the fact that the products are good entertainment 
alternatives for anyone from age 5 to age 50 and they are 
durable, ultimately every household in the market should 
have one. However, the current situation is not so ideal 
because of a number of reasons: (a) although the product is 
durable, the price of $800 (at least) may prohibit 
household with certain income from purchasing; (b) most of 
the game cartridges for these game consoles are "action" 
oriented which may not have equal attractiveness to female 
as that to male. However, a favorable condition also 
surfaces: it is not uncommon for a household to have more 
than one game console. For example, out of the 12 persons 
that have been interviewed, 7 of them have more than one 
game console. As a result, a number of estimates about the 
game console market potential in Hong Kong are computed, 
based on different assumptions: Given: 
total no. of household : 452,576 
no. of household with monthly income >= $5,000 : 
no. of male / no, of female : about 1 / 
price of a game console : $800 (at least) 
Conservative approach I (household with income >= $5,000, 
V 
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male only)！ 
942,403 * 0.5 * $800 = $376,961,200 
Conservative approach II (household with income >= $5,000, 
male and female): 
942,403 * $800 = $753,922,400 
Optimistic approach I (all household, male and female): 
1,452,576 * $800 = $1,162,060,800 
Optimistic approach II (all household, male and female, 2 
game consoles): 
1,145,576 * $800 * 2 = $2,324,121,600 
As Shown from the above figures, the estimate of the 
market potential in Hong Kong ranges from $37 6,9 61,200 to 
$2,324,121,600. Which number between these 2 figures is the 
most realistic one ？ The answer to this question is really 
a function of the marketing effort that is going to be 
pursued. For example, if effort is to be made to produce 
more game cartridges suitable for female's taste and more 
advertising is used, an estimate of greater magnitude seems 





PILOT SURVEY - PRELIMINARY INTERVIEWS 
Target population's demographics 
and other characteristics 
* The target population of this research are males aged 
15-25. 
* Host Of them are students or new comers to the labor 
force. 
* They may already have experience in playing other 
electronic games, such as arcade coin-ups or IBM PC 
games. 
* They may pay for the game console themselves or through 
other sources, such as money from their parents. 
* They may be frequent visitors of Golden Shopping Arcade. 
* They may be regular reader of a wide range of computer 
gaming magazines. 
* Those who have the most up-to-date information about the 
4 different brands and their game cartridges may be those 
who live near Shamshuipo or other places with convenient 
transportation to Shamshuipo, since Golden Shopping 
Arcade is located in Shamshuipo. 
• 
Target population's knowledge about game 
consoles in Hong Kong 
By conducting a pilot survey, some knowledge about how 
much the target audience knows about different brands of 
game consoles available for sale in Hong Kong was acquired. 
V 
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Twelve males aged between 15 to 25 were interviewed. The 
result can be concluded that the amount of knowledge about 
game consoles is largely depended on their exposure on (a) 
gaming magazines, (b) Golden Shopping Arcade and (c) their 
other hobbies which are related to electronic games. 
It seems that for those who are regular readers of 
electronic gaming magazine realize the existence of the 4 
brands of game consoles• The reason is that these magazines 
usually have sections talking about new hot game titles of 
those 4 different game consoles and sometimes they will 
also mention others news concerning the products (e.g. 
technical aspects about the products and introductions 
about new accessories of the products)• 
For those who frequently visit the Golden Shopping 
Arcade have the highest degree of exposure on the current 
status of the game console market. They have a quite clear 
idea about the 4 different brands of game consoles, the 
console price, the game cartridge price and the new game 
titles available. More crucially, they can "visualize" the 
real effect of the product since they can watch and listen 
to the demonstrations in the shops selling the game 
consoles, as well as the games. 
Another factor affecting their knowledge about game 
consoles is their other hobbies. For those who have 
experience playing with their APPLE II in the old days or 
playing with their IBM clones right now seems also find the 
excitement in playing with the Japanese game consoles. As a 
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It seems that for those who don't read gaming magazine 
and not a frequent visitor of the Golden Shopping Arcade 
may not know much about the Super Famicom because the 
product has reached Hong Kong market for just about 4 
months (introduced in December 1990). 
Target population's attitude towards 
different attributes of a game console 
It should be noted that the following discussion is 
interesting in the sense that the target population's 
� 
attitude towards different criteria from which they made 
their purchasing decision usually is not an simple 
objective outcome from the comparisons of specifications of 
the 4 game consoles, but a quite different form of 
comparisons of the overall "perceptions" of the playing 
experience of the products. * 
Graphic output quality 
Objectively, the visual output of a game console is a 
function of 2 attributes of the product: its resolution and 
color attributes. From the product specifications of PC-
Engine, Megadrive, Super Famicom and Neo-Geo a table can be 
obtained: 
PC-Engine Megadrive Super Famicom Neo-Geo 
Resolution 256*216 320*224 512*448 ？ 
Colour 16 of 64 of 256 Of 4096 of 
512 512 32768 65536 
note: ？ 一 since Neo-Geo uses the same microprocessors as 
Megadrive do, its resolution should be more or less the 
same as that of Megadrive. 
From the above objective comparisons, based on product 
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specifications, either Super Famicom or Neo-Geo should earn 
the first rank or second rank and either PC-Engine or 
Megadrive should earn the third rank or the forth rank. 
However, it seems that the decision maker, especially those 
who are regular visitor of Golden Shopping Arcade, do not 
make similar judgment. Instead, they would make their own 
• » 
judgment based on the actual "look" and "feel" of the 
demonstrations of the 4 different game machines. From the 
12 people that have been interviewed, all of them rank 
Super Famicom the fist, 10 of them rank Megadrive the 
second, 9 of them rank Neo-Geo the third and 9 of them rank 
PC-Engine the forth. 
Sound output quality 
Basically, audio output quality is quite difficult to 
compare among the 4 different game consoles because there 
are quite a lot of details inside sound quality. The 12 
people that are interviewed also don't care much about the 
details. It seems that one of the criteria that they 
usually use is the number of sound channels that the game 
console can provide. Again, based on the product 
specifications, a table can be obtained: 
PC-Engine Megadrive Super Famicom Neo-Geo 
No. of 
channel 8 10 8 15 
Objectively based on product specifications, Neo-Geo 
should be ranked the first, Megadrive should be ranked the 
second and PC-Engine/Super Famicom should be ranked the 




different game consoles driven by different game 
cartridges, the actual perceptions of audience are quite 
different. Out of the 12 people that are interviewed, 10 of 
them rank Megadrive the first, 12 of them rank Super 
Famicom the second, 10 of them rank PC-Engine the third and 
12 of them rank Neo-Geo the forth. The major reason of this 
Xind of differences is that the "excellence" of the audio 
output capabilities of different brands can be surfaced 
only when there are game cartridges with "excellent" pieces 
of software inside that are capable to drive the sound 
chips inside the game consoles to fully utilize their 
potential. 
Game variety 
In customers‘ perceptions, game cartridge variety 
means two things: number of game cartridges that have been 
published and the type of games published. According to the 
classification system used by many gaming magazines, game 
cartridges can be classified into a specific type based on 
their contents: 
Shooter: a "space-invader" type of game featuring a fighter 
aircraft taking a deadly mission to destroy all 
alien fighters and rescue the home planet. The 
classic ones are the GRADIUS I and GRADIUS II for 
NES and GRADIUS III for the Super Famicom by 
Konami• 
Action adventure: in this type of games, the player 
controls a character to run, jump and strike 
across levels of wonderlands in order to, say, 
save the princess. The classic ones are SUPER 
� 
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MARIO BROTHERS for NES and SUPER MARIO LAND for 
Super Famicom by Nintendo. 
Graphic adventure: window interface is the typical layout 
of this type of games. Most of the time the player 
cannot see the character but the play world from 
the visual perspective of the character of the 
game. In other words, you see what the character 
would see on the screen. The rule of the game is 
to go to the right place at the right time, pick 
up whatever useful on your way and solve the 
puzzle in the right way. The classic one is the 
PHANTASY STAR II for the Megadrive and CASTLE 
VANIA III for NES. 
Simulation: this type of games involve a wide range of 
simulation games such as car simulation, aircraft 
simulation, etc. The classic one is the HARD 
DRIVIN* for the Megadrive and AFTERBURNER for the 
PC-Engine. 
A closer look of the game cartridge history of the 4 
game consoles, a table can be obtained: 
PC-Engine Megadrive Super Famicom Neo-Geo 
No. of games 
published 50-70 30-50 10 5 
Type of games 
published shooter shooter shooter 
.action- action- action- action-
adventure adventure adventure adventure 
graphic- graphic-
adventure adventure 
simulation simulation simulation simulation 
From the above table, it seems that PC-Engine should 
be ranked the first, Megadrive should be ranked the second, 
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super Famicom should be ranked the third and Neo-Geo should 
be ranked the forth. However, out of the 12 people 
interviewed, 11 of them think that both PC-Engine and 
Megadrive are more or less the same in game variety since 
it seems that when number of cartridges that have been 
published for the game console is larger than 30, the 
decision makers would feel "substantial enough". Moreover, 
all 12 of them agree that the Neo-Geo game console lacks of 
game variety since only 5 games have been introduced and 
most of them are just action adventure games. 
Game quality 
Other than the various exposure that different types 
of game cartridges can offer the players, the "quality" of 
each game cartridge is also important for the players in 
their decision making of choosing a particular brand of 
game console from others. The most common quality 
attributes of a game cartridge are graphics, sounds, 
pXayability and lastability: 
Graphics: apart from the graphic output potential that is 
built-in in each game console, the game software 
is the program that drive the game machine to show 
its capability. For example, even though the Super 
Famicom can display 256 different colors out of 
32768 simultaneously, if most of the game 
cartridges only uses 20 colors, then the perceived 
visual capability of Super Famicom may be poor ！ 
For example, the SUPER MARIO WORLD for Super 
Famicom has a graphics rating of 94 [3]. 
� 
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sounds: again, if the designer of the game cartridge can 
produce an outstanding main title theme, or 
background music, under the full utilization of 
the machine potential, then the audience may give 
this game cartridge or even the game console the 
highest rating. For example, the SUPER MARIO WORLD 
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for super Famicom has a sounds rating of 96 l . 
Playability: playability means the number of fun factors 
available in the game. For example, if the 
character that the player is controlling has a lot 
of detail animations or the storyline of the game 
is very special or the game needs a faster 
reaction from players, then the playability may be 
higher than other games. One example is that the 
SUPER MARIO WORLD for the Super Famicom has a 
playability of 97 [3] ！ 
Lastability: the lastability mark gives a better idea of 
how long the player will be playing that game 
• cartridge before putting it in the cupboard under 
the stairs to gather dust. For example, the SUPER 
MARIO WORLD for Super Famicom has seven worlds and 
over a hundred sub-levels for the player to 
explore. One managed to complete the game and he 
had only seen 46 of the sub-levels^ so there is 
plenty of lastability in there. In fact, this game 
cartridge got a lastability rating of 9 5[3] ！ 
After the above discussion, it is obvious that target 
population* s attitudes towards the 4 quality attributes 
mentioned above are actually game cartridge specific. 
.� 
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However, in order to facilitate their decision making, the 
target population also has a "general" ratings about the 
game cartridges for the 4 different gaftie consoles: 
PC-Engine Megadrive Super Fajtiicom Neo-Geo 
Graphics 4th 2nd 1st 3rd 
sounds 2nd 3rd 1st 4th 
Playability 2nd 3rd 1st 4th 
Lastability 2nd 3rd 1st 4Ui 
For those who have knowledge about the Super Famicom 
always rank it as the most impressive one in every 
dimension. It seems that the reason why the Neo-Geo game 
console is ranked not so high in many dimension is that 
currently there are only about 5 game cartridges available 
and most of these cartridges are not outstanding ones. 
Game system expandability 
one of the reasons why 8 of the 12 people interviewed 
agree that the sound quality of PC-Engine's games worth the 
2nd place is that some of the games are in CD-Rom form. The 
fact is that in 1990 NEC has introduced a CD-Rom player for 
the users of PC-Engine. After connecting the CD-Rom player, 
the PC-Engine can access to substantial graphic and sound 
data from a CD and indirectly boost the game's performance. 
As a result, it is obvious that additional accessories 
affect the purchasing decisions of potential buyer. 
Gathered from a number of gaming magazines, a table 
about accessories of PC-Engine, Megadrive, Super Famicom 





PC-Engine Megadrive Super Famicom Neo-Geo 




expected CD-Rom CD-Rom 
modem 
It seems that only the CD - Rom player is the main 
concern about expandability since the availability of it 
means better graphics and music of the games. So, in this 
dimension, the PC-Engine is most welcome because its CD-Rom 
player is available now and any player can play CD-Rom 
games if he can afford it. On the other hand, SNK's Neo-Geo 
is the most unfavorable one since there are no hints that 
SNK will introduce a CD-Rom player for the machine. 
Game console price 
This attribute really means two things to the target 
population; the actual prices of the 4 different game 
consoles offered by the market and the perceived value that 
the products offer to them. In March 1991 the prices of PC-
Engine, Megadrive, Super Famicom and Neo-Geo are as the 
following: 
PC-Engine Megadrive Super Famicom Neo-Geo 
price $900 $800 $1,400 $2,800 
value OK good good poor 
From the opinions of the 12 people that have been 
interviewed, most of them think that both Megadrive and 
Super Famicom offered a good value of money. Although the 
price of Super Famicom is almost double that of Megadrive, � 
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they still agree that the Super Famicom is a good buy, 
given the supreme capability of the machine and the 
excellent quality of its games. Since in order to play the 
best game in PC-Engine usually means the necessity of a CD-
Rom player (about $2,600), people seems to perceive that, 
if you are not going to buy the CD-Rom player at the same 
time, only the PC-Engine itself may not be a good buy at 
� all. Finally, given the lack of games and expansion 
potential and the high price, all of the interviewees think 
that the Neo-Geo is too expensive to buy. 
Game card price 
Take games for the Megadrive as an example. In 1990, 
49[8] games has been published for the machine. The average 
price of a game cartridge for the Megadrive is about $180. 
That means if the owner of this game console wants to 
collect all these games, he has to pay $180 * 50 = $9,000, 
It is rarely the case that the player would love all the 
new games and willing to buy all of then, but even he wants 
to collect one third of the total titles, he has to pay 
about $3,000 dollars, an amount which is almost 4 times the 
price of a Megadrive game console. As a result, it is 
obvious that the plrice of the games for each type of game 
consoles and the perceived value that the games offer to 
the players do affect their buying decisions: 
PC-Engine Megadrive Super Famicom Neo-Geo 
price $120-$280 $180 $380 $1,200 
value good good good poor 
According to the information from the above table, it 
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seems that except Neo-Geo, the game cartridge prices for 
the PC-Engine, Megadrive and Super Famicom can provide good 
value of money to the consumers. The Neo-Geo, although 
superior in many aspects as compared to PC-Engine or 
Megadrive, the cost of the game console itself and the game 
cartridges are too expensive to be cost justified. In fact, 
SNK has recently changed their marketing strategy of its 
product in a way that future emphasis would be in the 
leasing market. According to the opinions of the 12 
interviewees, although the prices of the game cartridges 
for Super Famicom is higher than that of PC-Engine and 
Megadrive, they still mean a good buy because of their 
outstanding quality. 
Relative importance of factors affecting 
their buy/no-buy decision making 
From the above discussions, it is known that there are 
at least 7 factors which can influence the purchasing 
decisions of the target population among the 4 different 
brands of game consoles: graphic output capability, sound 
output capability, game variety, game quality, game system 
expansion potential, game console price and game cartridge 
price. However, which factor out of these 7 has the most 
influencing power ？ By combining information from gaming 
magazines and opinions from interviewees, a rough estimate 
has been worked out: 
1) game quality 
2) game cartridge price 
3) game variety 
4) game console price 
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5) graphic output quality 
6) sound output quality 
7) system expansion potential 
From the above list it seems that the most important 
characteristic of a game console is that it must have 
excellent games with it. Then the game should be cost 
justified. It is also desirable that a wide range of types 
of games are already available for that game console and 
the game console is also price justified. Only after all 
these will the specifications and expansion potential of 
the game console influence promptly the decision makers. 
Target population's preferences towards 
different brands of aame consoles 
From the previous sections talking about target 
p o p u l a t i o n ' s attitudes towards different attributes of the 
4 different game consoles, here comes the most important 
questions remained to be asked: Then, what is their 
preferences towards different brands of game consoles ？ In 
other words, if they have to make a choice, which brand 
will they choose ？ 
From the written materials available and the feedback 
form the 12 interviewees, it seems that the choice would be 
either Megadrive or Super Famicom. The major reason is that 
both game consoles have good value in game quality and game 
console capability. The relative weakness of Super Famicom 
may be that it has fewer game titles available at this 
moment and it is more expensive, but some potential buyers 
have confident about the investment in the Super Famicom 
because its manufacturer, Nintendo, has proved its � 
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commitment in electronic entertainment with its previous 
success: the NES, and the quality of the game cartridges 
produced so far is so good that future releases are 
expected to be also successful. 
It seems that potential buyers have least interest in 
the SNK>s Neo-Geo. The obvious reason is its high price in 
both the game console itself and the game cartridge. 
Although the game console itself is superior in many 
aspects, the games produced so far still cannot show this 
potential and, as a result, impose negative effect on 
consumers‘ perceived value of the product. 
X 
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CHAPTER IV 
SAMPLE SURVEY DESIGN 
Sampling plan 
Sampling frame: as mentioned in the discussion of the 
the problem statement of this research, the target 
population of this research is male aged between 15 and 25 
who have at least some knowledge about game console and 
would go through a decision making process in order to make 
a choice in purchasing a particular brand of game console 
away from others• However, it is virtually impossible to 
find an exhaustive list of male individuals in Hong Kong 
aged 15 to 25. More than that, it is also impossible to 
identify in advance those males aged 15 to 25 possessing at 
least some knowledge about Japanese game consoles. So, a 
relatively indirect form of sampling frame is made. After 
considering the 3 distribution channels: Japanese 
department stores, the Golden Shopping Arcade and retail 
toy shops, the sampling frame is then defined as male 
individuals (aged 15 - 25) visiting the_shops__selling 
Japanese game consoles in the Golden Shopping Arcade. The 
reasons of defining the sampling frame as above are that 
(i) the Golden Shopping Arcade is the most well known place 
in Hong Kong for shopping computers and game consoles; (ii) 
since $ill 4 brands are available for sale in the Golden 
Shopping Arcade, the probability of sample taken from there 
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having at least some knowledge about game consoles are 
higher than that of Japanese department stores or retail 
toy shops; (iii) because of the fact that the Golden 
Shopping Arcade is the most well known place in Hong Kong 
for computers and game consoles shopping, the samples taken 
there are likely to represent the segment of people who 
lead the game console market, but not representing in 
general the people of the whole game console market in Hong 
Kong. However, it is expected that the sampling can indeed 
provide information about perceptions of people who have 
knowledge about the product and, at the same time, reflects 
what the rest of the market are likely to do; (iv) on 
Saturday and Sunday, the shops selling game consoles in the 
Golden Shopping Arcade are crowded enough to minimize the 
wastage of manpower cost for samples picking; (v) since 
Golden Shopping Arcade is located near the Shamshuipo MTR 
station, the samples taken there are not restricted to 
individuals living near Shamshuipo only since the MTR 
transport network covers both the Hong Kong island and 
Kowloon. 
Sampling procedure: because of the choice of the 
sampling frame, the samples that are going to be selected 
are nonprobability samples. For this particular research, 
convenient sampling would be employed. The reason is that, 
after the sampling frame is defined, individuals would be 
picked up in Golden Shopping Arcade by asking shoppers who 
have just visited a store selling Japanese game consoles 
for doing the researcher a favor to complete a 
questionnaire. The researcher would state his identity and 
� 
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the purpose of the research clearly in front of the 
respondent and it is of the respondent's own discretion 
whether to fill in the questionnaire or not. In addition, 
the researcher would answer any questions that are asked by 
the respondent during the process. 
Sample size: after 15 days of data collection, 146 
completed questionnaires are collected. It is believed that 
the analysis based on this limited-size samples will still 
be useful because of the high degree of representativeness 
of the samples taken. The samples taken are representative 
in the sense that, because of the definition of the 
sampling frame and the sampling procedure mentioned above, 
they indeed represent the segment of people who lead the 
game console market in Hong Kong. 
Questionnaire design 
Type of design: the type of questionnaire used in this 
research is a structured^ undisguised oiie. That is, 
questions are presented with exactly the same wording, and 
in exactly the same order, to all respondents. The reason 
for standardization is to ensure that all respondents are 
replying to the same question. Fixed-alternative questions 
in which the responses are limited to the stated 
alternatives are used. Probably the greatest advantages of 
the structured-undisguised question are that it is simple 
to administer and easy to tabulate and analyze. 
Type of questions: questions in the questionnaire are 
designed to collect information about the followings: 
一 demographics such as income, age, etc.. 




-attitude/opinion such as attitude about audio output 
quality of PC-Engine, brand preferences, etc.• 
-awareness/knowledge such as whether the respondent 
knows all the 4 brand names or not. 
一 intention to buy such as whether t%ey are going to buy 
Megadrive within the next 6 months or not. 
Questions wording and sequence: in designing the 
questions to be asked in the questionnaire, simple words 
are used whenever possible and measures are taken to avoid 
inclusion of leading questions and implicit alternatives. 
Finally, it is decided that a lead-in question will be 
placed at the beginning of the questionnaire to make the 
respondent feel more easy. According to the rules of 
design, questions asking demographic information are placed 
in the last part of the questionnaire since they may be 
perceived as sensitive issues by some respondents. 
It should be noted that a complete display of the 
questionnaire is available in the appendix. Readers who are 





SAMPLE SURVEY RESULT AND INTERPRETATIONS 
It Should be noted that, in addition to a complete 
appendix on frequencies and crosstabs of variables used in 
the questionnaire, a summary of frequencies of variables, 
grouped for each question in the questionnaire, is also 
available in the appendix: Summary of questionnaire survey 
findings. Readers can refer to this appendix whenever it is 
appropriate to do so. 
Characteristics of sample taken 
As mentioned in the sampling procedure, individuals 
were picked up by asking shoppers who have just visited a 
store selling Japanese game consoles in the Golden Shopping 
Arcade to complete the questionnaire. 300 such requests 
were made and 160 males agreed to complete the 
questionnaire. Since 14 of those completed questionnaires 
containea insufficient data, only 146 questionnaires are 
used in the following analysis. 
[appendix F30] (i.e. refer to appendix F30) Because of 
the feasibility of administration, all 146 respondents are 
male. However, it is quite difficult to determine the age 
of the respondents in advance. As a result, about 20% of 
the respondents are older than 25. In fact, among the 
respondents, 49% aged between 15 to 19, 27% aged between 20 




Although both the target population and sampling frame 
restricted the samples taken should be aged 15 to 25, to 
certain extent the information provided by these 20% of 
respondents are valuable since they certainly possess some 
knowledge about the Japanese game consoles and they did 
show their perceptions through completing the 
questionnaires. As a result, it is the benefit of this 
research to include their input in the analysis. 
[appendix F31] The most common household income of the 
respondents is between Hong Kong dollars $5,000 to $9,999. 
There are about 4 9 0 , 0 0 0 [10] such households in Hong Kong. 
Among the 146 respondents, about 33% of them are under this 
category. Apart from that, 30% of them belong to households 
with monthly income of $15,000 or more, 20% of them belong 
to households with monthly income of $10,000 to $14,999 and 
only 8% of them belong to households with monthly income of 
less than $5,000• 
[appendix F31] Among the 146 respondents, 52% of them 
are workers generating income and about half (48%) of them 
are students. In fact, there is a significant relationship 
between age and occupation, [appendix C41] For example, for 
respondents aged between 15 and 19, as large as 88% of them 
are students whereas for respondents aged 20 TO 24, only 
10% of them are students and 90% of them are workers. From 
these figures, it seems that the respondents are not those 
with highly educated background, such as that of university 
graduates. This information may help the marketing manager 




Among the respondents, household income level and the 
occupation of the respondent also have significant 
relationship, [appendix C42] For example, under the income 
group of $5,000 to $14,999, about half of them belong to 
students and half of them belong to workers but for the 
income group of $150,000 or more, as large as 68% of them 
belong to workers. 
[appendix F31-F32] Concerning the hobbies taken by the 
respondents, the roost common one is sports (70%). The next 
common one is computer games (44%). The third one is arcade 
machines in game centres (38%). The last one (24%) include 
others interests: shopping, watching tv, films, music, hi-
fi and reading. It is a very promising prediction that many 
of the prospects of Japanese game consoles are also 
interested in playing computer games and arcade machines 
since this would help the marketing manager in positioning 
his or her products relatively. 
[appendix F33-F34] Although the Golden Shopping Arcade 
is the most concentrated place selling game consoles in 
Hong Kong, most of the respondents taken there do not have 
a game console. Among all the respondents, about 26% have 
the old NES, 21% have the Megadrive, 13% have the PC-Engine 
and only 1% have the Neo-Geo. This figure reflects the 
situation that there are many prospects out there seeking 
information about game consoles and trying to reach for a 
purchasing decision, but not yet succeed. 
Brand awareness 
[appendix F6-F7] Concerning the aspect of awareness of 
the 4 different brands: PC-Engine, Megadrive, Super Famicom 
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and Neo-Geo, about 81% of all respondents know the brand of 
PC-Engine. About 73% of them know the brand of Super 
Famicom. About 56% of them know the brand of Megadrive and 
only about 23% of them recognize the brand of Neo-Geo. 
After considering the current marketing situation of the 
Japanese game consoles, the above figures seems to be quite 
reasonable. The PC-Engine is the oldest game console that 
was introduced to Hong Kong, among those 4 brands. So, the 
longer existence make it the best known product of its kind 
in Hong Kong. The Megadrive, on the other hand, is a new 
comer relative to PC-Engine, so it enjoys a 56% awareness. 
The question is why the Super Famicom has a 7 3% awareness 
which is higher than that of Megadrive. It is estimated 
that the major reasons would be that although the product 
arrived in Hong Kong for about just 4 months, the stories 
and rumors about its introduction have already started 3 
years ago and a lot of magazines have related stories get 
published time by time. [appendix C14] The profound 
influence of magazines on brand awareness can be supported 
by the evidence that among the respondents who read game 
console magazines, as large as 98% of them know the brand 
super Famicom while for those respondents who donit read 
game console magazines, only 58% of them know the brand. In 
addition, because of Nintendo's previous success with its 
NES, people* in the game console business in Hong Kong had 
been doing a lot of promotion activities about the new 
product, even before its formal introduction. As a result, 
people's exposure on the Super Famicom is quite high. 
Because of its high price in both the console itself 
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($2,800) and its games ($1,200), the Neo-Geo always has the 
least attention from the people in the gaming business. As 
a result, taking the situation in Golden Shopping Arcade as 
an example, only a limited number of stores have the Neo-
Geo active in demonstration. Thus, it is logical that the 
Neo-Geo has the least degree of brand awareness in the 
sample taken. 
Sources of information; the information 
distribution channel 
[appendix F7-F9] Although only about 44% of the 
respondents admit that playing computer games is one of 
their hobbies, 69% of them show that their knowledge of 
game consoles comes from reading computer game magazines. 
6 7 % of them gain knowledge from words of mouth, 6 0 % from 
Golden Shopping Arcade, 40% from TV, 39% from retail toy 
shops, 37% of them from reading game console magazines and 
26% from Japanese department stores. Since many local 
computer game magazines are, in fact, combined volumes 
talking about computer games, game consoles as well as toy 
models, it is not surprising that it is the most common 
information distribution channel of game consoles. Some 
respondents claim that another advantage of computer game 
magazines relative to game console magazines is that they 
have a wider scope of storyline which fits the needs of 
people with wider interests. In addition, the computer game 
magazines are typically less expensive (about $15-$20) than 
game console magazines (about $25-$50)• Japanese department 
stores are the least mentioned ones because, in addition to 
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the fact that respondents of this research are picked up in 
Golden Shopping Arcade, there are only a few Japanese 
department stores (e.g. Sogo, Yaohan) which have game 
consoles for sale. Moreover, game consoles only represent a 
type of product out of many in their toy section. As a 
result, the game consoles in Japanese department stores may 
get less attention from people. 
In addition, there are significant relations between 
brand awareness and information distribution channel 
[appendix C2-C23]: 
PC-Engine Megadrive Super Famicom Neo-Geo 
computer game 
magazine Y Y Y Y 
game console 
magazine y Y Y Y 
Golden Shopping 
Arcade y Y y Y 
words of mouth y y Y n 
TV y n y n 
Japanese dept. 
store n y n n 
retail toy 
shop y y Y y 
A "y" in the above table means there is a 
statistically significant relationship between awareness of 
a certain brand and a specific kind of information 
distribution channel while a "no" means there are no such 
relations exist. From the above table it is realized that, 
although computer game magazine has the widest exposure, 
other type of information distribution channels, such as 
game console magazines. Golden Shopping Arcade and retail �• 
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toy shops, also work as effectively as the computer game 
magazines, in other words, in the current situation of the 
market, 4 out of 7 information distribution channels listed 
above: computer game magazine, game console magazine, 
Golden Shopping Arcade and retail toy shops, do 
significantly contribute to the brand awareness of 
prospects. For example, [appendix C2] for those respondents 
who don"t read computer game magazines, 73% of them know 
the brand of PC-Engine. However, for those who do read 
computer game magazines, 98% of them know the brand. « 
[appendix C3] For those respondents who don't read game 
console magazines, 72% of them know the brand of PC-Engine 
but for those who do read game console magazines, 96% of 
them know the brand, [appendix C4] For those who are not 
frequent shoppers of Golden Shopping Arcade, 64% of them 
know the brand of PC-Engine while for those who are 
frequent shoppers of Golden Shopping Arcade, as large as 
92% of them know the brand, [appendix C7] Similarly, for 
those respondents who are not frequent shoppers of retail 
toy shops, 72% of them know the brand of PC-Engine. 
However, for those who are frequent shoppers of retail toy 
shops, 95% of them know the brand. 
[appendix C24-C25] In addition, people with different 
age groups show different behaviors in 2 of the information 
distribytion channels. For example. Among respondents aged 
between 15—19, 67% of them claim that Golden Shopping 
Arcade is one of their information sources while for 
respondents aged between 25-29, only 29% claim so. 
Similarly, among respondents aged between 15-19, about 39% 
V 
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of them claim that game console magazine is one of their 
information sources while for respondents aged between 25-
29, only about 21% of them claim so. 
* 
Attitude towards different attributes of 
the four game consoles 
[appendix P9-F23] As a brief, the result of the 
respondents‘ attitude towards different attributes of the 4 
.game consoles can be summarized as the following: 
Rank of visual output 
Brand 1 2 3 4 
.. - MM^ MMM mmmMB OTOTW 
eS* •• ei* e* we ^mimmwmm mm^tmmmm^ mmmmmmm^ 
PC-Engine 25% 13% 8% 13% 
Megadrive 11% 16% 18% 5% 
super Famicom 12% 23% 12% 3% 
Neo-Geo 16% 3% 3% 8% [F9-F11] 
Rank of audio output 
Brand 1 2 3 4 
一 • 一 — 一 一 ~ ~ 一 一 一 
< w^weeiiiee***^ ***^ ***** mmmwmmwmm mmmmmmmmm m^^im^^ 
PC-Engine 25% 14% 8% 10% 
Megadrive 13% 18% 12% 6% 
Super Famicom 11% 20% 14% 4% 
Neo-Geo 13% 6% 4% 8% [F11-F13] 
Rank of game variety 
Brand 1 2 3 4 
- — — — • — — — — ' 
PC-Engine 36% 14% 5% 3% 
Megadrive 12% 28% 8% 1% 
Super Famicom 13% 12% 19% 7% 
Neo-Geo 3% 2% 8% 17% [F13-F15] 
Rank of game quality 
Brand 1 2 3 4 
— wl — — — I I —i — — —• — 
PC-Engine 25% 13% 10% 9% 
Megadrive 14% 20% 12% 3% 
Super Famicom 13% 17% 14% 6% 
Neo-Geo 11% 4% 6% 10% [F15-F17] 
• 
Rank of system expansion potential 
Brand 1 2 3 4 
ssssrss^ T^ SiiSssssss . === » ―^ 
PC-Engine 23% 20% 10% 4% 
� 
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Megadrive 19% 19% 12% 2% 
super Famicom 16% 14% 14% 4% 
Neo-Geo 5% 2% 5% 19% [F17-F19] 
Rank of console price/value comparison 
Brand 1 2 3 4 
mmmm^amm mmmmmmmmm mmm^^^m 
ZTi ^ r ^ ― ^ ― ^^m^mmm mmkmm mm^mmimmm 
PC-Engine 19% 19% 16% 1% 
Megadrive 25% 14% 3% 6% 
Super Famicom 10% 16% 16% 6% Neo-Geo 4% 4% 3% 19% [F19-F21] 
Rank of game price/value comparison 
Brand 1 2 3 4 
^ ii-i mmmwa^mmB mmmmmmmm w w w tmm^m^^ 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 
PC-Engine 27% 14% 9% 5% 
Megadrive 18% 18% 8% 4% 
super Fajtiicom 7% 17% 19% 5% 
Neo-Geo 5% 3% 3% 19% [F21-F23] 
several points worth to be mentioned. Firstly, PC-
Engine is ranked the first in visual output(25%), audio 
output(25%), game variety(36%) and game quality(25%). 
However, according to the product specification, it should 
not be the case. The major reason of this interesting 
phenomenon is that the respondents are perceiving the PC-
Engine game console, together with the CD-Rom player, as a 
whole unit product. As a result, with the boost by the CD-
Rom player, PC-Engine is perceived as number one in many 
aspects. Secondly, although objectively Megadrive and Super 
Famicom are quite different from each other, respondents 
are perceiving them as the second or third in visual output 
(23% rank Super Famicom as 2nd and 18% rank Megadrive as 
3rd) , audio output (20% rank Super Famicom as 2nd and 18% 
rank Megadrive as 3rd)^ game variety (28% rank Megadrive as 
2nd and 19% rank Super Famicom as 3rd) and game quality 




3rd) . Thirdly, most respondents who have given a rank to 
the Neo-Geo give it the 1st rating in visual output (16%) 
and audio output(13%). This may comes from their knowledge 
that the Neo-Geo is, in fact, an "arcade machine at home". 
However, they rank the Neo-Geo ttie poorest in game 
variety(17%) and game quality(10%)• This seems logical 
since there only about 5 games available for sale. 
concerning respondents' perceptions in system 
expansion potential, many respondents believe that there 
are bright future of expansion for PC-Engine(23% of 
respondents rank it the 1st), Megadrive(19% of respondents 
rank it the 1st) and Super Famicom(16% of respondents rank 
it the 1st) . Reasonably they rank the Neo-Geo as the 
poorest in this aspect (19% of respondents rank it the 
poorest) because there are, in fact, no plans of expansion 
by its manufacturer, SNK. 
concerning which of the 4 brands provides the best 
value of money, 25% of respondents perceive that the 
Megadrive is the best buy, 38% perceive that PC-Engine is 
the best or 2nd best buy, 32% perceive that Super Famicom 
is the 2nd best buy or 3rd best buy, and 19% perceive that 
the Meo-6eo is the least best buy. According to the 
previous discussion, the major reason why Megadrive is 
ranked the 1st is that it is the game console with the 
lowest price and high quality. The obvious reason of the 
poor perceptions of Neo-Geo is that it is, among the all 4 
brands, the most expensive one($2,800). Concerning the 
value of game cartridges, 27% of all respondents rank PC-
Engine's games as the best buy. 36% of them rank 
X 
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Megadrive>8 games as the best or 2nd best buy. 19% of them 
rank Super Famicom's games as the 3rd best buy and 19% of 
them rank Neo-Geo's games as the least best buy. Again, the 
obvious reason of Neo-Geo-s poor rating is that its game 
price is too high (about $1,200). 
Relative importance of factors affecting 
the buv/no-buv decision 
From the above discussion the perceptions of 
respondents about different attributes of the 4 brands are 
studied. However, a vital question remains yet to be 
answered: out of the 7 factors (visual output, audio 
output, game variety, game quality, system expansion 
potential, console price, game price), which one is the 
most important one ？ Which one is the least important one ？ 
From the outcome of the questionnaire survey, the result of 
this aspect can be summarized as the followings: 
Rank 
Factors 1 2 3 4 5一 丄 二一 
=================== = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = - - -
visual output 27% 10% 16% 12% 11% 9% 16% 
audio output 3% 14% 11% 16% 21% 19% 15% 
game variety 19% 19% 16% 17% 9% 12% 8% 
game quality 24% 26% 16% 19% 7% 6% 3% 
system expansion � 
potential 9% 7% 12% 8% 17% 16% 32% 
console price 18% 8% 19% 12% 14% 19% 11% 
game price 5% 17% 12% 14% 19% 19% 15% 
[appendix F23-F26] The outcome of the questionnaire 
survey is quite similar to what have been found from the 
pilot interview with the 12 interviewees. The major 
differences are that visual output is relatively more 
important and the game price is a relatively less important 
factor in this founding. In brief, among the respondents of 




most important factor. 38% of them perceive that game 
variety is the most or second most important factor. 26% of 
them rank game quality as the 2nd important factor. 19% of 
them rank console price as the 3rd important factor. 21% of 
them rank audio output as the 5th important factor. 19% of 
them rank console price as the 3rd important fact and 32% 
of them rank system expansion potential as the least 
important factor. If we compare the percentage of people 
giving 1st rank to each factor, the relative importance of 
factors can be estimated as the following: 
1) visual output 
2) game quality 
3) game variety 
4) game console price 
5) system expansion potential 
6) game cartridge price 
7) audio output 
[appendix C26-C33] Another interesting phenomenon can 
be found from the degree of importance of the console price 
and game price under different job category. For example, 
for respondents who are students, 26% of them perceive 
console price as the 6th important factor. However, for 
respondents who are workers, 20% of them perceive console 
price as the most important factor. Similar result can be 
observed from the aspect of game price. For respondents who 
are students, about 20% of them perceive game price as the 
6th important factor. However, for respondents who are 
workers, 20% of them perceive game price as the most 
. • ‘ • 
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important factor. Again, interesting figures can be found 
i 
from the degree of importance of the console price and game 
price under different income groups. For example, for 
respondents whose household incomes are less than $5,000, 
none of tliem ranks console price as the most important 
factor but 18% of them rank game price as the most 
important factor• For respondents whose household incomes 
are equal to or more than $15,000, 18% of them rank console 
price as the most important factor but just about 2% of 
them rank game price as the most important factor. 
Preference towards different brands 
[appendix F27-F28] By asking the respondents which of 
the 4 brand of Japanese game consoles that they are going 
to buy if they are planning to buy one, the likely choice 
of the respondents are gathered and summarized as the 
following: 
Likely choice 
Brand 1 2 3 4 
— — • • 圓 • • •• •• — — — 二 = 二 —III 一 一 一 _ " _ 丨 •• 
PC-Engine 35% 25% 11% 4% 
Megadrive 24% 20% 21% 6% 
super Famicom 27% 21% 15% 6% 
Neo-Geo 1% 5% 10% 34% 
From the above summary, it seems that PC-Engine is the 
most desirable one by respondents since 35% of them rank it 
as the most likely choice. In addition, both the Megadrive • . 
and Super Famicom are also favorites of respondents. 27% of 
the respondents rank the Super Famicom as their most likely 
choice and about 24% of them rank the Megadrive as their 




rank Neo-Geo as the least likely choice. 
Preference towards different product 
distribution channels 
[appendix F29-F30] By asking respondent where they 
would perform their purchasing activities, a picture of 
preference of different product distribution channels can 
be obtained: 
Preference 
Product distribution channel yes no 
. - — — — — — MMiMMtMB — ^ ― mmmmmmi^^ 
Golden Shopping Arcade 63% 37% 
Japanese department stores 17% 83% 
retail toy shops 2 3% 77% 
Among all of the respondents, 63% of them claim that 
they will buy in the Golden Shopping Arcade. 83% of them 
claim that they won't buy in Japanese department stores and 
77% of them claim that they won't buy neither in retail toy 
shops. It should be noted that because of the fact that the 
sample is taken in the Golden Shopping Arcade, there is a 
big bias in the sense that respondents are likely to choose 
Golden Shopping Arcade as the answer to the question. Apart 
from that, however, it seems that the major advantage of 
{ 
Golden Shopping Arcade is that it is the most concentrated 
area for Japanese game console, as well as computer 
equipment and computer games, in Hong Kong. So, as an 
individual who wants to make up his/her mind in buying a • . 
certain brand. Golden Shopping Arcade is the right place 
to gather information and, logically, the best place to 
buy, since many stores there means fierce competition which 
also means lower price. The major disadvantage of Japanese 
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department stores is that it is fewer in number and usually 
only 1 to 2 brands are available for sale. Moreover, the 
listed price in Japanese department stores are usually 
higher than that in Golden Shopping Arcade. Although price 
offered in retail toy shops are not higher than that in 
Golden Shopping Arcade, respondents tend to have little 
confidence in buying a game console in retail toy shop and 
only 23% of respondents claim that they may buy one from 
there. 
[appendix C34-C36] Moreover, there are also 
significant relationship between Golden Shopping Arcade and 
the information distribution channels. For example, for 
those who don't read computer game magazines, about 55% of 
them claim that they will make their purchase in Golden 
Shopping Arcade. However, for those who read computer game 
magazines, as large as 80% of them claim that they will do 
so. For those who don't read game console magazines, about 
54% of them claim that they will make their purchase in 
Golden Shopping Arcade. However, for those who read game 
console magazines, as large as 78% of them claim that they 
will do so. For those who don't regard shopping the stores 
selling game consoles in Golden Shopping Arcade as their 
information source, about 41% of them claim that they will 
make their purchases in Golden Shopping Arcade. However, 
for those who gain information in Golden Shopping Arcade, 
around 77% of them claim that they will make their 
purchases In Golden Shopping Arcade. 
Intention to buy 
[appendix 1*30] In order to get information about 
� 
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whether respondents are actually planning to buy a game 
console or not, a question was asked among all respondents 
in the questionnaire. The question asked the respondent if 
he is going to purchase a game console within the coming 
six months. The result shows that only about 25% of 
respondents say that they are going to do so. 
[appendix C37-C40] Although it is known that about 25% 
of respondents are planning to buy a certain brand in the 
coming six months, which brand would they choose ？ From the 
above discussion on brand preference, the founding are 
based on opinions of all respondents. However, in here 
analysis would only based on those 25% respondents who say 
that they are planning to actually buy one. The result can 
be summarized as the following: 
Likely choice 
Brand 1 2 3 4 . mmmwmmmmm mmmmmmwmm mmmwmm MWMM^M 
^^  MM MM MM mmmmmmmKm m^mmmmmm mmmmmm^^ 
PC-Engine 31% 33% 22% 8% 
Megadrive 22% 31% 39% 3% 
super Famicom 44% 25% 25% 3% 
Neo-Geo 3% 6% 8% 61% 
Among those 25% respondents, 44% of them perceive the 
Super Famicom as their number 1 choice. 33% of them 
perceive PC-Engine as their 2nd choice. 39% of them 
perceive Megadrive as their 3rd choice and 61% of them 
perceive Neo-Geo as their least best choice. 
Is there a room for the Super Famicom ？ 
Although the super Famicom has arrived in the Hong 
Kong game console market for just about 5 months 
(introduced in Nov 1990), based on the results of the 
questionnaire survey discussed above, it is likely that it � . 
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will gain a significant market share in the coming years. 
The reasons behind are listed below: 
(a) Currently the Super Famicom has the 2ncl highest brand 
awareness of 73%, which is substantially higher than 
that of Megadrive (56%) and Neo-Geo (23%)• 
(b) Because of the short period from introduction. Super 
Famicom currently has only 10 games with it. However, 
with these 10 games and the outstanding console unit, 
the Super Famicom has already gained a 2nd/3rd place in 
people* s perceptions about its attributes among the 4 
brands: 
Rank for Super Famicom 
Factors 1 2 3 4 
w MS MIWIM^ M MM mmm^mmmmm ^mwmmmmm ^M^MM 
mmm^mwmmm^m^mmmm^wmmm^i^mwmmmmammm mtmmtmmmm __ mmi — mmmmmm 
visual output 12% 23% 12% 3% 
audio output 11% 20% 14% 4% 
game variety 13% 12% 19% 7% 
game quality 13% 17% 14% 6% 
system expansion 
potential 16% 14% 14% 4% 
console price/ 
value justified 10% 16% 16% 6% 
game price/ 
value justified 7% 17% 19% 5% 
As a marketing manager in the game console 
business, some of the elements of the marketing mix of 
Super Famicom can be modified so that the ranking can 
be improved. For example, based on result of the 
questionnaire survey, one important decision factor is * 
game variety. However, people•s perceptions about Super 
Famicom in this dimension are not very good, just a 
third rank. The point is that, one of the future 
objectives in game cartridge introduction is to provide 
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users with games with a lot more varieties. May be the 
manager should also study what PC-Engine has achieved 
in this area since it has the 1st rank in people's 
perceptions. 
(c) Based on the result of the questionnaire survey, 27% of 
them claim that if they are going to buy a game 
console, they would choose Super Famicom. In addition, 
for those who are really planning to buy a game console 
in the coming six months, as large as 44% of them claim 
that Super Famicom is their 1st likely choice. 
In brief, it seems that, in the mind of people, the 
super Famicom is far better than Neo-Geo, more or less the 
same as Megadrive and certainly has the potential in 
challenging the PC-Engine, This, as a whole, gives 
tremendous opportunities for a marketing manager of the 
game console business to operate. 






LIMITATION AND CONCLUSION 
Although this research has provide substantial and 
valuable information about the game console market in Hong 
Kong, there are a number of limitation that should be 
mentioned here: 
(a) self selection bias: since respondents of the 
questionnaire survey are taken conveniently by the 
researcher himself, bias may be introduced 
unconsciously. However, effort has been put to reduce 
this bias as far as possible by the researcher. For 
example, the respondents are picked up in a way which 
is as random as possible. 
(b) non response bias: since around 300 requests have been 
made with only 160 people completed the questionnaire, 
it is possible that some significant characteristics 
about those non-respondents which are valuable, are 
missed in this research. However, this bias seems to be 
not substantial in this research because the major 
reason of not一response is that the non-respondents did 
want to participate but were unfortunately in a hurry 
when requested to take a few minutes to fill in the 
questionnaire• 
(c) although this research successfully address the 




1 4 brands and the decision power, it should be noted 
• rs. .. • 
that this research did not address people under 15 
since it is assumed that people under that 
classification are rather unpredictable and less 
I involved in decision making process. 
J (d) Because of the fact that the sample is taken in Golden 
t 
Shopping Arcade which is the most concentrated place 
selling game consoles, as well as computers, in Hong 
Kong, the respondents taken there are likely to 
represent the segment of people who have good product 
knowledge. That is, the result of this research cannot 1 . J represent the whole game console market in Hong Kong. 
•！ 
I However, it is expected that the thorough analysis of 
I this research can be also treated as a predictor of the 
I 
rest of the market since the rest of the market are 
expected to act in a similar way. 
i 
Basically, the Hong Kong game console market is not a 
"well thought" market structure. In fact, the current 
: situation is an emergent outcome of the accumulated effort 
of a lot of small shops wide spread in Hong Kong. In 
I 
particular, many of them are located in one place: the 
Golden Shopping Arcade. This place provides the hottest 
game consoles in town and the most updated information 
about game consoles too. For those who have some knowledge about game consoles and would go through a rational . _ 
decision process before arriving a purchasing decision, 
I they perceive that visual output, game variety and game 
quality are the most important factors and the PC-Engine 




marketing manager in the game console business, he/she 
should also be excited by the potential of the Super 
Famicom. A lot of details about the Hong Kong game console 
market and prospects' perceptions are discussed in this 
report. It is hoped that this information can contribute to 
the marketing mix planning process of the marketing 
manager. 
In addition, recently there is another trend surfacing 
in the Hong Kong game console business. That is the 
introduction of portable game machines. The most important 
characteristics of these products are their handful size. 
These products provide a advantage that can't be provided 
by either PC-Engine, Megadrive, Super Famicom or Neo-Geo: 
people can play it everywhere. For example, you can play it 
during transportation, waiting for somebody on the street, 
etc.. Not surprising, the key players in this market are 
also players in the game console market: Nintendo for its 
Gameboy, Sega for its Gamegear, NEC for its PC-GT. This 
market is growing very fast in the past year and it seems 
that this trend would be still going in the coming years. 
So, it is very constructive for those marketing managers in 
this business to have a study similar to this research to 
better understand the elements of the market. 
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DISPLAY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
1) Are you a user/owner of any brand of game console(s) ？ 
yes no • 
2) From which source(s) do you learn about game consoles ？ 
(can tick more than one) 
— c o m p u t e r game magazine — game console magazine 
Golden Shopping Arcade — TV 
words of mouth 二 Japanese department store 
retail top shops 
3) Suppose that you are considering buying one of the 4 brands, 
please rank the following factors according to their relative 
degree of importance (l-most important, 7-least important): 
Factors Rank 
visual output 一 
audio output — 




console price — 
gam6 price — 
4) Which of the following brands of game consoles do you know ？ 
(can tick more than one) 
一 PC-Engine — Megadrive 
. Super Famicom 二 SNK» s Neo-Geo 
5) How would you rank the following area(s) among the 4 game 
consoles (l-most superior, 4-most inferior, leave blank if 
‘you don't know) ？ 
PC-Engine Megadrive Super Famicom Neo-Geo 
visual output — — — — 
audio output __^  
game variety __ 










6) Will you actually buy a game console within the coining six 
months ？ 
— y e s — no * 
7) Suppose that you are going to buy a game console, which of 
these 4 game consoles will be your most-likely choice ？ and 
which will not ？ (1-most-likely choice, 4-least-likely choice) 
— P C - E n g i n e — Megadrive 
Super Famicom 二 SNK» s Neo-Geo 
8) Suppose that you are going to buy a game console, where would 
you make your actual purchase action (tick only one) ？ 
Golden Shopping arcade 一 Japanese department store 
retail toy shop 
9) Which brand(s) of game console do you already have ？ 
(can tick more than one) 
一 NES — PC-Engine — Megadrive 
Super Famicom 二 SNK» s Neo-Geo 
10) Personal particulars: 
a) sex: — male — female 
b) age： — 15-19 — 20-24 — 25-29 — >= 30 
c) household income (monthly): 
— l e s s than $5,000 — $5,000 - $9,999 
$10,000 - $14,999 二 $15,000 or more 
d) occupation: 一 student — worker generating income 
e) hobbies (can tick more than one): 
— s p o r t s 一 playing computer games 
— g o to game centre 一 others: 
E N D --
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SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY FINDINGS 
2) From which source(s) do you learn about game consoles ？ 
(can tick more than one) [appendix F7-F9] 
(69%) computer game magazine (37%) game console magazine 
(60%) Golden Shopping Arcade (40%) TV 
(67%) words of mouth (26%) Japanese department store 
(39%) retail top shops 
3) Suppose that you are considering buying one of the 4 brands, 
please rank the following factors according to their relative 
degree of importance (l-most important, 7-least important): 
[appendix F23-F26] 
Rank 
Factors 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
—^―—.^―va mm ••» — mmmm^mam mtmmmmam mmmammmm 
= 二 二 二 zz 二 二 二 ! z 二 二 二 二 = = = 一 _ _ • 一 一 _ _ _ 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 — — — 
visual output 27% 10% 16% 12% 11% 9% 16% 
audio output 3% 14% 11% 16% 21% 19% 15% 
game variety 19% 19% 16% 17% 9% 12% 8% 
game quality 24% 26% 16% 19% 7% 6% 3% 
system expansion 
potential 9% 7% 12% 8% 17% 16% 32% 
console price 18% 8% 19% 12% 14% 19% 11% 
game price 5% 17% 12% 14% 19% 19% 15% 
4) Which of the following brands of game consoles do you know ？ 
(can tick more than one) [appendix F6-F7] 
(81%) PC-Engine (56%) Megadrive 
(73%) super Famicom (23%) SNK's Neo-Geo 
5 ) How would you rank the following area(s) among the 4 game 
consoles (l-most superior, 4-most inferior, leave blank if 
you don«t know) ？ [appendix F9-F23] 
Rank of visual output 
Brand 1 2 3 4 
trnm^mmmmm mmtrnammmm MM^ bmm mm^mmm^ 
! • Ml ^― OTM^BMW ^BMW^W w »mm •mmm 
PC-Engine 25% 13% 8% 13% 
Megadrive 11% 16% 10% 5% 
Super Famicom 12% 23% 12% 3% 
Neo-Geo 16% 3% 3% 8% [F9-F11] 
- _ — - — — ’ 一 . ~ • — 
• � . • ‘ 
Si 
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Rank of audio output 
Brand 1 2 3 4 
MBMM OTSMM ^ 
S Z ^ i uT •••• —11 I ••! r I • II I I - weewew i i i i — m^^mmtm 
PC-Engine 25% 14% 8% 10% 
Megadrive 13% 18% 12% 6% • 
Super Famicom 11% 20% 14% 4% 
Neo-Geo 13% 6% 4% 8% [F11-F13] 
Rank of game variety 
Brand 1 2 3 4 --.- • - TTizr smrzi ��� 
PC-Engine 36% 14% 5% 3% 
Megadrive 12% 28% 8% 1% 
super Famicom 13% 12% 19% 7% 
Neo-Geo 3% 2% 8% 17% [F13-F15] 
Rank of game quality 
Brand 1 2 3 4 — 
二 
PC-Engine 25% 13% 10% 9% 
Megadrive 14% 20% 12% 3% 
super Famicom 13% 17% 14% 6% Neo-Geo 11% 4% 6% 10% [F15-F17] 
Rank of system expansion potential 
Brand 1 2 3 4 
I I • •• 11 i •— —• — w w w 
PC-Engine 23% 20% 10% 4% 
Megadrive 19% 19% 12% 2% 
super Famicom 16% 14% 14% 4% 
I Neo-Geo 5% 2% 5% 19% [F17-F19] 
! 
I Rank of console price/value comparison 
^ Brand 1 2 3 4 
i^mmmm^ •• ••• i i n ' 
I T 二 = 二 — ‘ 一 _ _ - • — • • 一 一 一 
PC-Engine 19% 19% 16% 1% 
Megadrive 25% 14% 3% 6% 
Super Famicom 10% 16% 16% 6% Meo-6eo 4% 4% 3% 19% [F19-F21] 
Rank of game price/value comparison 
Brand 1 2 3 4 ” 
= = = = = = = = = ： = ： = ： = = ： = = = = = = = = = = = = 
PC-Engine 27% 14% 9% 5% 
Megadrive 18% 18% 8% 4% 
super Famicom 7% 17% 19% 5% 
Neo-Geo 5% 3% 3% 19% [F21-F23] 
S2 
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6) Will you actually buy a game console within the coming six 
months ？ [appendix F30] 
(25%) yes (75%) no 
« 
7) Suppose that you are going to buy a game console, which of 
these 4 game consoles will be your most-likely choice ？ and 
which will not ？ (l-most-likely choice, 4-least-likely choice) 
[appendix F27-F28] 
Likely choice 
Brand 1 2 3 4 
mmm mmm ^ mm aw MW i^ W mmm MS WW m^ m^mmmmmm wvav^a* aw MM aw 
WMM^WOTVMWMa^M^MMwaaw^v^M ^mtmmmmmmm mmmm^^mm M M M M * 
PC-Engine 35% 25% 11% 4% 
Megadrive 24% 20% 21% 6% 
Super Famicom 27% 21% 15% 6% 
Neo-Geo 1% 5% 10% 34% 
8) Suppose that you are going to buy a game console, where would 
you make your actual purchase action (tick only one) ？ 
[appendix F2 9] 
yes(63%) Golden Shopping arcade 
no (83%) Japanese department store 
no (77%) retail toy shop 
9) Which brand(s) of game console do you already have ？ 
(can tick more than one) [appendix F33-F34] 
(26%) NES (13%) PC-Engine (21%) Megadrive 
(5%) Super Famicom (1%) SNK» s Neo-Geo 
‘ — -一—— -- • ——-- _ - . . - — -• 一 






10) Personal particulars: [appendix F30-F32] 
a) sex: (100%) male (0%) female 
b) age： (49%) 15-19 (27%) 20-24 , 
(16%) 25-29 (8%) >= 30 
c) household income (monthly): 
(8%) less than $5,000 (33%) $5,000 - $9,999 
(20%) $10,000 一 $14,999 (30%) $15,000 or more 
d) occupation: (48%) student (52%) worker generating income 
e) hobbies (can tick more than one): 
(70%) sports (44%) playing computer games 
(38%) go to game centre (24%�others: shopping, tv, 
films, music, HiFi, 
video, reading. 
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data list file •research.daf free / kpce Kmeg ksup ksnk gamem conm golden tv 
words store shop vpce vmeg vsup vsi>lc apce ameg asup asnk gvpce gvmeg gvsup 
qvsnk gqpce gqmeg gqsup gqsnk spce smeg ssup ssnk cpce cmeg csup csnk gpce 
qmeg gsup gsnk rv ra rgv rgq rs rc rg bpce bmeg bsup bsnk bg bstore bshop 
buy sex age inc job sports games centre others alnes alpce almeg alsup alsnk. 
variable labels kpce •know PC-Engine• 
kmeg •know Megadrive* 
ksup ’know Super Famicom* 
ksnk I know Neo-Geo' 
gamem •computer game magazine» 
conm •game console magazine‘ 
golden *Golden Shopping Arcade' 
tv •TV• 
words •words of mouth* 
store 'Japanese department stores' 
shop •retail toy shop' 
vpce 'visual(PC-Engine)‘ 
vmeg 'visual(Megadrive)» 




asup •audio(Super Famicom)‘ 
asnk •audio(Neo-Geo)• 
gvpce •game variety(PC-Engine)‘ 
gvmeg •game variety(Megadrive)• 
gvsup •game variety(Super Famicom)‘ 
gvsnk »game variety(Neo-Geo)‘ 
gqpce •game quality(PC-Engine)• 
gqmeg •game quality(megadrive)‘ 
gqsup *game quality(Super Famicom)• 
gqsnk •game quality(Neo-Geo)• 
spce »system exp.(PC-Engine)‘ 
smeg •system exp.(Megadrive)‘ 
ssup •system exp.(Super Famicom)» 
ssnk •system exp.(Neo-Geo)’ 
cpce 'console price/value(PC-Engine)’ 
cmeg ,console price/value(Megadrive)‘ 
csup •console price/value(Super Famicom)• 
csnk •console price/value(Neo-Geo)‘ 
gpce *game price/value(PC-Engine)‘ 
gmeg 'game price/value(Megadrive)• 
gsup *game price/value(Super Famicom)• 
gsnk •game price/value(Neo-Geo)• 
rv »rank(visual)‘ 
ra 'rank(audio)• 
rgv »rank(game variety)‘ 
rgq T a n k (game quality) • 
rs »rank(system exp.)' 
rc 'rank(console price)• 









bsup »buy(Super Famicom)‘ 
bsnk 'buy(Neo-Geo)• 
bg 'buy(Golden Shopping Arcade)» 
bstore *buy(Japanese department store)• 
bshop •buy(retail toy shop)• 






games 'playing computer games‘ 
centre •go to game centres‘ 
others •other hobbies» 
alnes ‘already have(NES)• 
alpce ‘already have(PC-Engine)‘ 
" almeg •already have(Megadrive)‘ 
alsup •already have(Super Famicom)‘ 
alsnk •already have(Neo-Geo)‘. 
value labels kpce 1 •known‘ 0 ‘unknown‘/ 
kmeg 1 ‘known‘ 0 »unknown'/ 
ksup 1 •known, 0 ‘unknown‘/ 
ksnk 1 •known, 0 »unknown‘/ 
gamem 1 'yes* 0 »no»/ conm 1 'yes• 0 »no»/ 
golden 1 'yes* 0 »no»/ 
tv 1 'yes' 0 »no'/ 
words 1 'yes‘ 0 'no'/ 
store 1 ,yes» o 'no'/ 
shop 1 lyes, 0 'no'/ 
vpce 0 ‘unknown’ 
1 'most superior' 2 »superior' 
3 •inferior• 4 'most inferior' / 
vmeg 0 •unknown• 
1 'most superior, 2 ‘superior' 
3 •inferior, 4 'most inferior' / 
vsup 0 •unknown丨 
1 •most superior' 2 •superior• 
3 •inferior' 4 'most inferior' / 
vsnk 0 ‘unknown• 
1 'most superior* 2 ‘superior' 
3 ‘inferior' 4 'most inferior' / 
apce 0 »unknown• 
1 •most superior' 2 •superior• 
3 »inferior' 4 'most inferior' / 
ameg 0 ‘unknown‘ 
1 'most superior' 2 ‘superior' 
3 •inferior' 4 'most inferior' / 
asup 0 •unknown• 
1 'most superior» 2 'superior' 
3 »inferior' 4 'most inferior* / 
asnk 0 •unknown» 
• 1 »most superior' 2 ‘superior' 
3 »inferior* 4 'most inferior' / — • ---
- � 
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gvpce 0 •unknown• 
1 •most superior, 2 ‘superior' 
3 »inferior' 4 'most inferior' / 
gvmeg 0 •unknown• 
1 •most superior* 2 •superior• 
3 »inferior* 4 •most inferior' / 
gvsup 0 »unknown• 
1 »most superior* 2 »superior' 
3 •inferior' 4 •most inferior» / 
gvsnk 0 •unknown• 
1 •most superior* 2 ‘superior' 
3 •inferior* 4 'most inferior* / 
gqpce 0 •unknown• 
1 •most superior• 2 •superior• 
3 •inferior• 4 'most inferior' / 
^ gqmeg 0 丨 unknown» 
" 1 •most superior* 2 ‘superior' 
3 •inferior' 4 'most inferior* / 
gqsup 0 •unknown• 
1 •most superior, 2 ‘superior" 
3 »inferior' 4 •most inferior' / 
gqsnk 0 •unknown丨 
1 "most superior' 2 »superior' 
3 •inferior• 4 •most inferior， / 
spce 0 ‘unknown• 
1 'most superior' 2 »superior* 
3 »inferior* 4 'most inferior' / 
smeg 0 •unknown• 
1 "most superior' 2 ‘superior' 
3 ‘inferior* 4 'most inferior* / 
ssup 0 'unknown* 
1 •most superior' 2 'superior' 
3 ‘inferior* 4 'most inferior' / 
ssnk 0 •unknown' 
1 'most superior* 2 ‘superior' 
3 •inferior" 4 'most inferior' / 
cpce 0 •unknown• 
1 •most superior' 2 ‘superior‘ 
3 »inferior' 4 'most inferior' / 
cmeg 0 •unknown• 
1 •most superior, 2 ‘superior' 
3 •inferior* 4 'most inferior• / 
csup 0 •unknown• 
1 'most superior* 2 •superior' 
3 •inferior* 4 'most inferior* / 
csnk 0 »unknown‘ 
1 •most superior' 2 ‘superior' 
3 •inferior' 4 'most inferior' / 
gpce 0 ‘unknown• 
1 »most superior' 2 »superior' 
3 •inferior' 4 'most inferior' / 
gmeg 0 •unknown‘ 
1 'most superior• 2 ‘superior' 
3 ‘inferior' 4 'most inferior' / 
gsup 0 •unknown• 
F3 
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1 •most superior* 2 ‘superior' 
3 •inferior' 4 'most inferior' / 
gsnk 0 丨 u n k n o w n • 
1 •most superior• 2 ‘superior* 
3 •inferior, 4 'most inferior, / 
rv 0 •unknown‘ 1 'most important• 
7 •least important‘ / 
ra 0 •unknown‘ 1 •most important* 
7 * least important» / 
rgv 0 •unknown• 1 ‘mostimportant‘ 
7 •least important* / 
rgq 0 •unknown• 1 •mostimportant響 
7 •least important» / 
rs 0 •unknown‘ 1 ‘mostimportant‘ 
7 * least important• / 
“ rc 0 •unknown• 1 •most important' 
•. 7 •least important• / 
rg 0 •unknown‘ 1 'most important' 
7 ‘least important' / 
bpce 0 ’unknown• 1 •1st likely buy' 
2 •2n<a likely buy" 3 ,3rd likely buy' 
4 M t h likely buy* / 
bmeg 0 •unknown• 1 »1st likely buy' 2 •2nd likely buy' 3 »3rd likely buy' 
4 ‘4th likely buy' / bsup 0 »unknown• 1 ‘1st likely buyi 
2 »2nd likely buy" 3 'Srd likely buy' 4 •4tli likely buy' / bsnk 0 •unknown‘ 1 •1st likely buy» 
2 *2nd likely buy* 3 'Srd likely buy' 4 Mth likely buy* / 
I bg 0 • n o• 1 'yes' / 
bstore 0 'no* 1 'yes' / 
bshop 0 'no* 1 'yes' / 
buy 0 'no» 1 'yes' / 
sex 0 •female• 1 'male' / 
age 0 'nil* 1 '15-19' 
2 '20-24‘ 3 '25-29‘ 
4 •>=30' / 
inc 0 »unknown• 1 ‘<$5,000‘ 2 ‘$5,000-$9,999• 3 ‘$10,000-$14,999‘ 4 |>=$15,0001 / 
job 0 »worker* 1 •student" / 
sports 0 'no* 1 'yes' / 
games 0 »no' 1 'yes' / 
centre 0 丨no丨 1 丨yes丨 / 
others 0 •no* 1 'yes' / 
alnes 0 'no' 1 'yes' / 
alpce 0 »no» 1 'yes* / 
almeg 0 ,no, 1 'yes, / alsup 0 •no» 1 lyes' / alsnk: 0 丨 no» 1 丨 yes 丨 / 
save /outfile •research.sys•. 
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get /file •research.sys». 
pet width narrow. 
frequencies /variables K ^ e ^ � 二 e n t ^ ' words store shop 
vpce vmeg vsup vsnk 
apce ameg asup asnk 
gvpce gvmeg gvsup gvsnlc 
gqpce gqmeg qqsup gqsnk 
spce smeg ssup ssnk 
cpce cmeg csup csnJc 
gpce gmeg gsup gsnk rv ra rgv rgq rs re ^ 
bpce bmeg bsup bsnk 






sports games centre others 
alnes alpce almeg alsup alsnk 
/barchart. 
- - 一 一 一 - 一 “ 一一 







Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown o.o 28 19.2 19.2 19.2 
Ino^l 1.00 118 80.8 80.8^ lOO.O 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown XXXXXXXX 28 
known xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 118 
valid cases 146 Missing Cases o 
“ KMEG know Megadrive 
valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown 0.0 65 44.5 ^4.5 44.5 
known 1.00 _ … 8 1 ^ . . ! ! ： ! , 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 65 
known xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 81 
valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
KSUP know Super Famicom 
Valid Cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
, 0 0 40 27.4 27 .4 27 . 4 
二 w n O i : � � � � � 丄 二 丄 xoo.o 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown XXXXXXXXXXX 40 
known xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 106 






KSNK know Neo-Geo 
valid Cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
, 0 0 112 76.7 76.7 76.7 ；jnknown 23.3 23.3 100.0 known 二 二 一 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
u n k n o w n X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 112 
known XXXXXXXXXX 34 
“ valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
GAMEH computer game magazine 
Valid Cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
0.0 101 69.2 69.2 69.2 no 45 30.8 30.8 100.0 yes A .WW 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
no xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 101 
yes XXXXXXXXXXXX 45 
valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
CONM game console magazine 
Valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
0.0 92 63.0 63.0 63.0 
1.00 54 37.0 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
n o X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9 2 
yes XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 54 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
. . - — • 一 - ' “ ― — ‘ 
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GOLDEN Golden Shopping Arcade 
Valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
^ 0.0 58 39.7 39.7 39.7 
； 1.00 88 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
n o X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 5 8 
y e s X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8 8 




value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
0 0 88 60.3 60.3 60.3 
二 1:00 58 39.7 39.7 100.0 y®® 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
n o x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 88 
y e s X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 5 8 
valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
WORDS words of mouth 
Valid Cum 
value Label value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
0.0 48 32.9 32.9 32.9 
1.00 98 67.1 67.1 100.0 yes 上.WW 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
; 二 二 f x ^ x 二 f x 二 n x x x x x x x x x 而 X X 而 ^e 
valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
� 
f 
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STORE Japanese department stores 
valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
0 0 108 74.0 74.0 74.0 
二 S 1:00 38 26.0^ 一 二 - 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
no xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 108 
yes XXXXXXXXXXX 38 
valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
u 
SHOP retail toy shop 
Valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
0.0 89 . 61.0 61.0 61.0 no 57 39.0 39.0 100.0 yes A.WW 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
no xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 89 
y e s X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 5 7 
Valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
VPCE visual(PC-Engine) 
valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
, 0 0 61 41.8 41.8 41.8 unknown 36 24.7 24.7 66.4 
most superxor ； .二 二 L . O 13.0 79.5 
？ T � r 11 7.5 7.5 87.0 
二 rg^rior VZ — 」 : _ 」 二 」 二 _ l�� .� 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 61 
most superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 36 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 19 
inferior XXXXXXXX 11 
most inferior XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 19 
valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
‘ ... 
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VMEG visual(Megadrive) 
‘ Valid cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown O.O 7 4 50.7 50.7 50.7 
most superior 1.00 16 ii.o ii.O 61.6 
superior 2.00 23 15.8 15.8 77.4 
inferior 3.00 26 17.8 17.8 95.2 
most inferior 4.00 7 4.8 4.8 loo.o 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
“ unknown XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 7 4 
most superior XXXXXXXXXXXX 16 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 23 
inferior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 2 6 
most inferior XXXXXX 7 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
VSUP visual(Super Famicom) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown 0.0 75 51.4 51.4 51.4 
most superior 1.00 17 11.6 11.6 63.0 
superior 2.00 33 22.6 22.6 85.6 
inferior 3.00 17 11.6 11.6 97.3 
most inferior 4.00 4 2.7 2.7 lOO.o 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 75 
most superior XXXXXXXXXXXX 17 
superior xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 33 
inferior XXXXXXXXXXXX 17 
most inferior XXXX 4 








Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown O.O 102 69.9 69.9 69.9 
？uperior i•二 2. X • i • : 
ITelllr ：00 4 2.7 92.5 
iSs? inLrior 4.oo — — — 二 二 loo.o 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
“ unknown XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 102 
most superior XXXXXXX 24 
superior XX 5 
inferior XX 4 
most inferior XXXX 11 




value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown 0.0 62 42.5 42.5 42.5 
= 二 1 . 0 0 37 25 3 25 3 67 8 
suoerior 2.00 20 13.7 13.7 81.5 
i^?erior 3.00 12 8.2 8.2 89.7 
二 二 erior 4.00 — ^ : : 二 l � � . � 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 62 
most superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 37 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 20 
inferior XXXXXXXXX 12 
most inferior XXXXXXXXXXX 15 






value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
, o o 7 4 50.7 50.7 50.7 unknown o.o / 今 二. 
.est superior 二 ： 
most inferior 4.00 ： 一 … ： 丄 … 二 一 i � � . � 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
u n k n o w n X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 7 4 
" most superior xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 19 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 26 
inferior XXXXXXXXXXXXX 18 
most inferior XXXXXXX 9 
valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
ASUP audio(Super Famicom) 
• valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
, 0 0 74 50.7 50.7 50.7 un”own 0 0 7 A 1 1� 61.6 
most superior l-OO 81.5 
superior 2.po 二 ： 
inferior 3.00 lA.A 14.4 95.9 
most inferior 4.00 _ _ _ 1 0 0 . 0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 74 
most superior XXXXXXXXXXXX 16 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 29 
inferior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 21 
most inferior XXXXX 6 





value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown 0.0 102 69.9 69.9 69.9 
most superior 1.00 " . 0 13.0 二 
superior 2.00 : 5.5 5.5 SB 4 
inferior 3.00 ？ 二.J 二 
most inferior 4.00 — l l ^ … ： 丄 … ： 」 一 狐 。 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 102 
“ most superior XXXXXX 19 
superior XXX 8 
inferior XXX 6 
most inferior XXXX 11 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
GVPCE game variety(PC-Engine) 
Valid Cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown � • � “ 42.5 42.5 42.5 
most superior 1.0� 53 36.3 36.3 78.8 
superior 2 .00 20 1� . = I】.： 
inferior 3.00 7 4.8 4.8 97.3 
mosrinferior 4.00 — — 二 loo.o 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 62 
m o s t s u p e r i o r X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 53 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 20 
inferior XXXXXX 7 
most inferior XXXX 4 







GVMEQ game variety(Megadrive) 
Valid Cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown 0.0 74 50.7 50 7 50.7 
- S t superior 7 11.6 - . J 
= = 3 00 1 3 2 B 2 二 
most inferior 4.00 … 二 - … 二 - l � � . � 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
^ unknown X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 74 
most superior XXXXXXXXXXXX 17 
s u p e r i o r X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 4 1 
inferior XXXXXXXXX 12 
most inferior XX 2 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
GVSUP game variety(Super Famicom) 
Valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
, 0 0 73 50.0 50.0 50.0 她 ; o w n S.S I; 13.0 13.0 63.0 most superxor 1^00 X9 74.7 
ITellll I'Z 27 18.5 18.5 93.2 
mosrinLrior 4.00 — — ^ ^ 二 ！ : L 丄 。 。 』 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
u n k n o w n X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 7 3 
most superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 19 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXX 17 
inferior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 27 
most inferior XXXXXXXX 10 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
,__,__ . ‘ ： —• . - "“ 
� — — 
F 1 4 
� . • . 
» 
I 
6VSNK game variety(Neo-Geo) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown 0.0 103 70.5 70.5 70.5 
most superior 1.00 4 2.7 2.7 73.3 
superior 2.00 3 2.1 2.1 75.3 
inferior 3.00 11 7.5 7.5 82.9 
most inferior 4.00 25 17.1 17.1 lOO.o 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
. unknown XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 103 
most superior XX 4 
superior XX 3 
inferior XXXX 11 
most inferior XXXXXXX 25 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
GQPCE game quality(PC-Engine) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown 0.0 62 42.5 42.5 42.5 
most superior 1.00 37 25.3 25.3 67.8 
superior 2.00 19 13.0 13.0 80.8 
inferior 3.00 15 10.3 10.3 91.1 
most inferior 4.00 13 8.9 8.9 100.0 
I TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 62 
most superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 37 
superior xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 19 
inferior XXXXXXXXXXX 15 
most inferior XXXXXXXXXX 13 




GQMEG game quality(megadrive) 
Valid Cum 
value Label value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown 0.0 74 50.7 50.7 50.7 
most superior 1.00 21 14.4 14.4 65.1 
superior 2.00 29 19.9 19-9 l^'l 
inferior 3.00 17 11.6 . 11.6 96.6 
most inferior 4.00 ^ ^ 二 二 二 loo.o 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
u n k n o w n X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 7 4 
" most superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 21 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 29 
inferior xxxxxxxxxxxx 17 
most inferior XXXX 5 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
GQSUP game quality(Super Famicom) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown � . 0 73 50.� ， ^ 0 . 0 
most superior l.O� 19 13.0 13.0 63.0 
superior 2.00 25 17.1 17.1 80.1 
inferior 3.00 20 13.7 13.7 93.8 
most inferior 4.00 � _ _ � : ! _ … ！ : L 鼠 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
u n l c n o w n X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 7 3 
most superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 19 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 25 
inferior XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 20 
most inferior XXXXXXX 9 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 





6QSNK game quality(Neo-Geo) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown 0.0 101 69.2 69.2 69.2 
most superior 1.00 16 11.0 ii.o 80.1 
superior 2.00 6 4.1 4.1 84.2 
inferior 3.00 8 5.5 5.5 89.7 
most inferior 4.00 15 10.3 10.3 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
^ unknown XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 101 
most superior XXXXX 16 
superior XXX 6 
inferior XXX 8 
most inferior XXXXX 15 一 
- 1 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
SPCE system exp.(PC-Engine) 
Valid cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown 0.0 63 43.2 43.2 43.2 
most superior 1.00 34 23.3 23.3 66.4 
superior 2.00 29 19.9 19.9 86.3 
inferior 3.00 14 9.6 9.6 95.9 
most inferior 4.00 6 4.1 4.1 loo.o 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 63 
most superior xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 34 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 29 
inferior XXXXXXXXXX 14 
most inferior XXXXX 6 
• 




SMEG system exp.(Megadrive) 
Valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
n n 72 49.3 49.3 49.3 unknown 0 0 72 冗 67.8 
most superior 1-00 27 ^ is.5 86.3 
？ .^00 zi n.e 97.9 
inferior 3.oo 丄 二 ， i 7 1 loo.o 
most inferior 4.00 : … … ： ： 二 肌 。 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
u n k n o w n X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 7 2 
" most superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 27 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 27 
inferior XXXXXXXXXXXX 17 
most inferior XXX 3 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
SSUP system exp.(Super Famicom) 
Valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
, 0 0 76 52.1 52.1 52.1 
仙〒 wn 0.0 67.8 
most superxor 1-00 23 ^ 81.5 
ll^^llill 3 00 21 14.4 14.4 95.9 inferior * * , . - j, inno most inferior 4.00 … ； ^ 丄 … l o o . o 
TOTAL 146 100.0 10 0.0 
u n k n o w n X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 7 6 
most superior XXXXXXXXXXXXX 23 
superior XXXXXXXXXXX 20 
inferior XXXXXXXXXXXX 21 
most inferior XXXX 6 




SSNK system exp.(Neo-Geo) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown 0.0 102 69.9 69.9 69.9 
most superior 1.00 7 4.8 4.8 74.7 
superior 2.00 3 2,1 2.1 76,7 
inferior 3.00 7 4.8 4.8 81,5 
most inferior 4.00 27 18.5 18.5 100.o 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
“ unknown XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 102 
. most superior XXX 7 
superior XX 3 
inferior XXX 7 
most inferior XXXXXXXX 27 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
CPCE console price/value(PC-Engine) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown • 0.0 65 44.5 44.5 44.5 
most superior l.oo 28 19.2 19.2 63.7 
superior 2.00 28 19.2 19.2 82.9 
inferior 3.00 23 15.8 15.8 98.6 
most inferior 4.00 2 1.4 1.4 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 65 
most superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 28 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 28 
inferior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 23 
most inferior XX 2 
Valid Cases 146 Hissing Cases 0 
• / , 
F 19 
% 
• . . / . 
f 
CMEG console price/value (Megac^rive) 
Valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
^ 0 0 76 52.1 52.1 52.1 
un”OWn I'l 24.7 24.7 76.7 most superior ^o 13.7 13.7 90.4 superior ； 3 4 3.4 93.8 
inferior ^.00 5 3.4 o 
most inferior 4.00 ^ f：：, 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 76 
“ most superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 36 
superior XXXXXXXXXXX 20 
inferior XXXX 5 
most inferior XXXXXX 9 
valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
« 
CSUP console price/value(Super Famicom) 
Valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
^ 0.0 76 52.1 52.1 52.1 
unknown io.3 io.3 62.3 
most superior 23 15.8 15.8 78.1 
superior ： ： ' " 24 16.4 16.4 94.5 
inferior ” = ""55 5 . 5 100.0 
most inferior 4.00 ^ 一 一 二 -
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
u n k n o w n X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 7 6 
most superior XXXXXXXXX 15 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXXX 23 
inferior XXXXXXXXXXXXX 24 
most inferior XXXXX 8 





CSNK console price/value(Neo-Geo) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown 0.0 102 69.9 69.9 69.9 
most superior l.oo 6 4.1 4.1 74.0 
superior 2.00 6 4.1 4.1 78.1 
inferior 3.00 4 2.7 2.7 80.8 
most inferior 4.00 28 19.2 19.2 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
“ unknown XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 102 
most superior XXX 6 
superior XXX 6 
inferior XX 4 
most inferior XXXXXXXX 28 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
GPCE game price/value(PC-Engine) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown O.O 66 45.2 45.2 45.2 
most superior 1.00 39 26.7 26.7 71.9 
superior 2.00 21 14.4 14.4 86.3 
inferior 3.00 13 8.9 8.9 95.2 
most inferior 4.00 7 - 二 二 — 二 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
u n k n o w n X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 6 6 
most superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 39 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 21 
inferior XXXXXXXXXX 13 
most inferior XXXXXX 7 






GMEG game price/value(Megadrive) 
v a l i d c u m 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
, 0 0 76 52.1 52.1 52.1 unknown O-O 69.9 
most superxor X^O 26 ^ 1 7 . 8 8 7 . 7 
fujer于or 2-00 z ^^ 3.2 9 5 . 9 
inferior j•二二 上二 4 . 1 lOO.O most inferior 00 二 一 一 一 二 丄 — 一 二 … 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
u n k n o w n X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 7 6 
" most superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 26 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 26 
inferior XXXXXXX 12 
most inferior XXXX 6 
Valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
GSUP game price/value(Super Famicom) 
Valid Cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
, 0 0 76 52.1 .52.1 52.1 unknown ？ 1 0 6.8 6.8 58.9 
鹏 t superior 二 二 i7. i 7 6.0 
= 二 3：00 28 1 9 . 2 1 9 . 2 9 5 . 2 
二 二 erior 4.00 … � — … 二 二 - … 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
u n k n o w n X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 7 6 
most superior XXXXXX 10 
superior XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 25 
inferior XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 28 
most inferior XXXXX 7 
Valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 




GSNK game price/value(Neo-Geo) 
valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency l>ercent Percent Percent 
0 0 102 69.9 69.9 69.9 unknown 7 4.8 4.8 74.7 most superior J'®" 5 3.4 3.4 78.1 superior , 4 2!7 2.7 80.8 
inferior 28 19.2 19.2 lOO.O 
most inferior 4.00 — 二二 -
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
u n k n o w n X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 1 0 2 
" most superior XXX 7 
superior XX 5 
inferior XX 4 
most inferior XXXXXXXX 28 
• 
valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
RV rank(visual) 
valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
1 nn 39 26.7 26.7 26.7 most important 二•二 = g.g 9.6 36.3 
二 23 15.8 15.8 52.1 
4.00 18 12.3 12.3 64 4 
5.00 16 11.� 1 ” ll'l fi 00 13 8.9 8.9 84.2 
5 • 二 23 1 5 . 8 1 5 . 8 1 0 0 . 0 least important 7.00 二― 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
m o s t i m p o r t a n t X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 3 9 
2.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 14 
3 . 0 0 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 2 3 
4.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 18 
5.00 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 16 
6.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 13 
l e a s t i m p o r t a n t X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 2 3 
F 2 3 
� 
• • .. . 
% 
« 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases o 
RA rank(audio) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
most important X.OO 5 3.4 3.4 3.4 
2.00 21 14.4 14.4 17.8 
3.00 16 11.0 11.0 28.8 
4.00 24 16.4 16.4 45.2 
5.00 31 21.2 21.2 66.4 
6.00 27 18.5 18.5 84.9 
least important 7.00 22 15.1 15.1 lOO.o 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
most important XXXXXXX 5 
2.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 21 
3.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 16 
4.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 24 
5.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 31 
6.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 27 
least important XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 22 
valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
RGV rank(gcLme variety) 
Valid cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
mostimportant 1.00 28 19.2 19.2 19.2 
2.00 28 19.2 19.2 38.4 
3.00 24 16.4 16.4 54.8 
4.00 25 17.1 17.1 71.9 
5.00 13 8.9 8.9 80.8 
6.00 17 11.6 11.6 92.5 
least important 7.00 11 7.5 7.5 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
mostimportant XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 28 
2.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 28 
3.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 24 
4.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 25 
5.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 13 
6.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 17 
least important XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 11 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
• I — — 
• . 
F 2 4 
� 
. ‘ • 
« 
！ 
. . I. • 5 . 1 
. \ » . 1 
«!• 
RGQ rank(game quality) 
Valid cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
mostimportant l.oo 35 24.0 24.0 24.0 
2.00 38 26.0 26.0 50.0 
3.00 24 16.4 16.4 66.4 
4.00 27 18.5 18.5 84.9 5,00 10 6.8 6.8 91.8 
6.00 8 5.5 5.5 97 .3 
least important 7.00 A 2.7 ___100,0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
t. 
m o s t i m p o r t a n t X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 3 5 
2 . 0 0 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 3 8 
3.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 24 
4.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 27 
5.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXX 10 
6.00 XXXXXXXXXXX 8 
least important XXXXXX 4 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
RS rank(system exp.) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
m o s t i m p o r t a n t 1 . 0 。 1 3 8 . 9 B 9 
2.00 10 6.8 6.8 15.8 
3.00 17 11.6 11.6 27.4 
4.00 11 7.5 7.5 34.9 
5.00 25 17.1 17.1 52.1 
6.00 24 16.4 16.4 68.5 
least important 7.00 二 _ ^J^liL 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
mostimportant XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 13 
2.00 XXXXXXXXXXX 10 
3.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 17 
4.00 XXXXXXXXXXXX 11 
5.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 25 
6.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 24 
least important xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 46 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
— — —— 
F 2 5 
V 
% 
RC rank(console price) 
valid cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
most important l.OO 26 17.8 17.8 17.8 
2.00 11 7.5 7.5 25.3 
3.00 27 18.5 18.5 43.8 
4.00 18 12.3 12.3 56.2 
5.00 21 14.4 14.4 70.5 
6.00 27 18.5 18.5 89.0 
least important 7.00 16 二 丄 - 二 丄 1 � � . � 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
u 
m o s t i m p o r t a n t X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 2 6 
2.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 11 
3 . 0 0 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 2 7 
4.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 18 
5 . 0 0 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 2 1 
6 . 0 0 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 2 7 
least important XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 16 
valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
RG rank(game price) 
Valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
most important l.oo 7 4.8 4.8 4.8 
2.00 25 17.1 17.1 21.9 
3.00 17 11.6 11.6 33.6 
4.00 21 14.4 14.4 47.9 
5.00 27 18.5 18.5 66.4 
6.00 27 18.5 18.5 84.9 
least important 7.00 22 1 5 ― 二 ： 二 1 � � . 0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
most important XXXXXXXXXXXXX 7 
2.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 25 
3.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 17 
4.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 21 
5.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 27 
6.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 27 
least important XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 22 
valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 







value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unKnown 0.0 36 24.7 24 7 24.7 
1st Xikely buy 1.00 51 34.9 34.9 59.6 
2nd likely buy 2.00 々： " . 3 25.3 二•二 
3rd likely buy 3.00 H - O 11,0 95.9 
4th likely buy 4.00 — 一 一 � 土 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 36 
1 s t l i k e l y b u y X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 5 1 
2 n d l i k e l y b u y X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 37 
3rd likely buy XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 16 
4th likely buy XXXXXX 6 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
BMEG buy(Megadrive) 
Valid cum 
value Label • Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown � • � 43 29.5 29.5 29.5 
1st likely buy l^OO 35 2A O 2A O 53 A 
2nd likely buy 2.00 ” 19-9 19.9 工 
3rd likely buy 3.0� 30 20.5 20.5 93.8 
4th likely buy 4.00 — 二 二 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
u n k n o w n X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 4 3 
1 s t l i k e l y b u y X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 35 
2 n d l i k e l y b u y X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 29 
3rd likely buy xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 30 
4th likely buy XXXXXXXXXX 9 
valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
- — —— 






BSUP buy(Super Famicom) 
Valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown � . 0 46 31.5 31.5 31.5 
1st likely buy 1.0� 4 � ” ^ 7 . 4 58.9 
2nd likely buy 2.00 3� ？ ^ o . s 79.5 
3rd likely buy 3.00 15.1 二 
4th likely buy 4.00 ^ … ： 丄 一 - 二 一 i � � - � 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 46 
1 s t l i k e l y b u y X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 4 0 
2nd l i k e l y b u y X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 30 
3rd likely buy XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 22 
4th likely buy XXXXXXXXX 8 
Valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
BSNK buy(Neo-Geo) 
Valid Cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown 0.0 72 49.3 49.3 49.3 
1st likely buy 1.0� 2 1-4 
2nd likely buy 2.00 7 4.8 4.8 55.5 
3rd likely buy 3.00 15 10.3 10.3 65.8 
4th liTell bU^ 4.00 — — __34.2_ __34.2_ 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
u n k n o w n X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 7 2 
1st likely buy XX 2 
2nd likely buy XXXXXX 7 
3rd likely buy XXXXXXXXXXX 15 . 
4th likely buy XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 50 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 






BG buy(Golden shopping Arcade) 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
no 0.0 54 37.0 37.0 37.0 
yes 1.00 92 63.0 63.0 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
no XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 54 
yes XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 92 
u Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
BSTORE buy(Japanese department store) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
no 0.0 121 82.9 82.9 82.9 
yes 1.00 25 17.1 17.1 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
no XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 121 
yes XXXXXXX 25 
Valid cases 146 Missing Cases o 
BSHOP buy(retail toy shop) 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
no 0.0 113 77.4 77.4 77.4 
yes 1.00 33 22.6 22.6 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
no XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 113 
yes XXXXXXXXX 33 




I . “. 
BUY buy or not 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
no 0.0 110 75.3 75.3 75.3 
yes 1.00 36 24.7 24.7 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
no XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 110 
yes XXXXXXXXXX 36 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
SEX sex 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
male 1.00 146 100.0 lOO.o lOO.o 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
male XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 146 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
AGE age 
Valid Cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
15-19 1.00 72 49.3 49.3 49.3 
20-24 2.00 39 26.7 26.7 76.0 
25-29 3.00 24 16.4 16.4 92.5 
>=30 4.00 11 7.5 7.5 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
15-19 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 72 
20-24 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 39 
25-29 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 24 
>=30 XXXXXXXX 11 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 







Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
unknown 0.0 14 9.6 9.6 9.6 
<$5,000 1.00 11 7.5 7.5 17.1 
$5,000-$9,999 2.00 48 32.9 32.9 50.0 
$10,000-$14,999 3.00 29 19.9 19.9 69.9 
>=$15,000 4.00 44 30.1 30.1 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
unknown xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 14 
<$5,000 XXXXXXXXXXXX 11 
$5,000-$9,999 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 48 
$10,000-$14,999 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 29 
>=$15,000 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 44 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
JOB job 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
worker ‘ 0.0 76 52.1 52.1 52.1 
student 1.00 70 47.9 47.9 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
worker XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 76 
student XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 70 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
SPORTS sports 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
no 0.0 44 30.1 30.1 30.1 
yes 1.00 102 69.9 69.9 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
no XXXXXXXXXXXX 44 
yes XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 102 




GAMES playing computer games 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
0.0 82 56.2 56.2 56.2 
y®® 1.00 64 43.8 43.8 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
no XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 82 
yes XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 64 
Valid Cases 146 Missing cases 0 
CENTRE go to game centres 
Valid Cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
no 0.0 90 61.6 61.6 61.6 
yes 1.00 56 38.4 38.4 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
no xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 90 
yes XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 5 6 
Valid cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
OTHERS other hobbies 
Valid cum Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
0.0 111 76.0 76.0 76.0 
y®® 1.00 35 2 4.0 24.0 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
no XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 1 1 1 
yes XXXXXXXXXX 35 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
— - . . . . 场 - 一 1 1 •丨 I-•丨丨••_ . — •丨I • 一 . 
會 
F 32 
ALNES already have(NES) 
valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
0 . 0 108 7 4 . 0 7 4 . 0 7 4 . 0 
yes 1 . 0 0 38 2 6 . 0 _ 1 0 0 . 0 
TOTAL 146 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 
no xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 108 
yes XXXXXXXXXXX 38 
^ Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
ALPCE already have(PC-Engine) 
Valid cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
0 . 0 127 8 7 . 0 8 7 . 0 8 7 . 0 
yes 1.00 19 1 3 . 」 二 _ 1 0 0 . 0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
n o X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 1 2 7 
yes XXXXXX 19 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
ALMEG already have(Megadrive) 
valid Cum 
value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
0 . 0 1 15 7 8 . 8 7 8 . 8 7 8 . 8 
yeg 1 . 0 0 31 2 1 . 2 ― 二 丄 1。。 .。 
TOTAL 146 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 
no xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 115 
yes XXXXXXXXX 31 






ALSUP alrea()y have (Super Famicom) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
no 0.0 139 95.2 95.2 95.2 
yes 1.00 7 4.8 4.8 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
no XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 139 
yes XXX 7 
Valid Cases 146 Missing Cases 0 
ALSNK already have(Neo-Geo) 
Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 
no 0.0 144 98.6 98.6 98.6 
yes 1.00 2 1.4 1.4 100.0 
TOTAL 146 100.0 100.0 
no XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 144 
yes XX 2 





get /file •research.sys». 
set width narrow. 
crosstabs /tables Icpce by gamem/opt ions 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables Jcpce by conm/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics l. 
crosstabs /tables kpce by golden/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables Jcpce by tv/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
qrosstabs /tables kpce by words/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics i. 
crosstabs /tables kpce by shop/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables kmeg by gamem/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics l. 
crosstabs /tables kmeg by conm/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables kmeg by golden/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables kmeg by words/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
- crosstabs /tables kmeg by store/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables kmeg by shop/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics l. 
crosstabs /tables ksup by gamem/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables ksup by conm/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics l, 
crosstabs /tables ksup by golden/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables ksup by tv/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables ksup by words/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables ksup by shop/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics l. 
crosstabs /tables ksnk by gamem/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables ksnk by conm/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics l. 
crosstabs /tables ksnk by golden/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables ksnk by shop/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics l. 
crosstabs /tables conm by age/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables golden by age/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables rc by inc/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics i. 
crosstabs /tables rg by inc/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables rc by job/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics i. 
c r o s s t a b s / t a b l e s r g b y j o b / o p t i o n s 3 4 14 15 / s t a t i s t i c s i. 
crosstabs /tables bg by gamem/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables bg by conm/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics l. 
crosstabs /tables bg by golden/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics i. 
crosstabs /tables bpce by buy/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics l. 
crosstabs /tables bmeg by buy/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables bsup by buy/options 3 4 14 15 /statistiqs l. 
crosstabs /tables bsnk by buy/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics i. 
crosstabs /tables age by job/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics 1. 
crosstabs /tables inc by job/options 3 4 14 15 /statistics l. 







Crosstabulation: KPCE know PC-Engine 
By GAMEM computer game magazine 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
GAMEM-> Col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KPCE + + — + 
0.0 27 1 28 
unknown 19.4 8.6 19.2% 
96.4% 3.6% 
26.7% 2.2% 
7.6 -7.6 + + + 
1.00 7 4 44 118 
known 81.6 36.4 80.8% 
62 .7% 37.3% 
73.3% 97.8% ‘ 
-7.6 7.6 + + + 
Column 101 45 146 
Total 69.2% 30.8% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. cells with E.F.< 5 
10.53611 1 .0012 8.630 None 
12.06561 1 .0005 ( Before Yates Correction ) 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 




crosstabulation: KPCE know PC-Engine 
By CONM game console magazine 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
CONM-> Col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KPCE + _+ 
0 . 0 26 2 28 
unknown 17.6 10.4 19.2% 92.9% 7.1% 
28.3% 3.7% 
. 8.4 -8.4 
+ + + 
1.00 66 52 118 
known 74.4 43.6 80.8% 
55.9% 44.1% 
71.7% 96.3% -8.4 8.4 + + + 
Column 92 54 14 6 
Total 63.0% 37.0% 100.0% 
Chi-square D.F. Significance Min^E.F. 
11 70195 1 .0006 10.356 None 13；23887 1 .0003 ( Before Yates Correction ) 






Crosstabulation: KPCE know PC-Engine 
By GOLDEN Golden Shopping Arcade 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
GOLDEN-> Col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KPCE + + + 
0.0 21 7 28 
unknown 11.1 16.9 19.2% 
75.0% 25.0% 36.2% 8.0% 
9.9 -9.9 + + + 
1.00 37 81 118 
known 46.9 71.1 80.8% 
31.4% 68.6% 
63.8% 92.0% -9.9 9.9 + + + 
Column 58 88 146 
Total 39.7% 60.3% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
w ^ ^ 一 w mm M* mm •一 ^ 睡 • 
16.22591 1 .0001 11.123 None 
18.00249 1 .0000 ( Before Yates Correction ) 





Crosstabulation： KPCE know PC-Engine 
By TV TV 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
TV-> Col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KPCE + + + 
0.0 22 6 28 
unknown 16.9 11.i 19.2% 
78.6% 21.4% 
25.0% 10.3% 
u 5.1 -5.1 + + + 
1.00 66 52 118 
known 71.1 46.9 80.8% 
55.9% 44.1% 
75.0% 89.7% 
-5.1 5.1 + + + 
Column 88 58 14 6 
Total 60.3% 39.7% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
MM 一 m • • ^ 一 •一 睡^ mm mm mm mtm mm mm m m s 
3.94466 1 .0470 11.123 None 
4.84401 1 .0277 ( Before Yates Correction ) 





Crosstabulation: KPCE know PC-Engine 
By WORDS words of mouth 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
WORDS-> Col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KPCE + + + 0.0 22 6 28 
unknown 9,2 18.8 19.2% 
78.6% 21.4% 
45.8% 6.1% 
u 12.8 -12.8 + + + 
1.00 26 92 118 
known 38.8 79.2 80.8% 
22.0% 78.0% 
54.2% 93.9% 
- 1 2 . 8 12.8 + + + 
Column 48 98 146 
Total 32.9% 67.1% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
• — 面 mmmm mmmm •一 _ 攀 一 輯 脚 一 " • • 一 一 一 一 • 一 攀 一 
30.26735 1 .0000 9.205 None 
32.77927 1 .0000 ( Before Yates Correction ) 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 






Crosstabulation: KPCE know PC-Engine 
By SHOP retail toy shop 
Count 
Exp Val • 
Row Pet no yes 
SHOP-> col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KPCE •+ + + 
0.0 25 3 28 
unknown 17.1 10.9 19.2% 
89.3% 10.7% 
28.1% 5.3% 
“ 7.9 -7.9 
+ + + 
1.00 64 54 118 
known 71.9 46.1 80.8% 
54.2% 45.8% 
71.9% 94.7% 
-7.9 7.9 + .+ + 
Column 89 57 146 
Total 61.0% 39.0% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
• W • • MB • ^ • mm mm mm m* •雄••雜脚•灘—•導一 • — • •猜禱 霸 
10.25433 1 .0014 10.932 None 
11.68060 1 .0006 ( Before Yates Correction ) 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 






Crosstabulation： KMEG know Megadrive 
By GAHEM computer game magazine 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
GAMEM-> Col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KMEG +- + + 
0.0 54 11 65 
unknown 45.0 20.0 44.5% 
83.1% 16.9% 
53.5% 24.4% 
. 9.0 -9.0 
+ +- + 
1.00 47 34 81 
known 56.0 25.0 55.5% 
58.0% 42.0% 
46.5% 75.6% 
-9.0 9.0 + +- + 
Column 101 45 146 
Total 69.2% 30.8% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
mmmmmmmm^mm^mmmmmm •一一一 ••一 痛一 an* •麵輯• 一輯一 •寒•一 •輯麵 
9.47233 1 .0021 20.034 None 
10.61476 1 .0011 ( Before Yates Correction ) 






Crosstabulation： KMEG know Megadrive 
By CONM game console magazine 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
CONM-> col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KMEG + + 
0.0 56 9 65 
unknown 41.0 24.0 44.5% 
86.2% 13.8% 
60.9% 16.7% 
15.0 -15.0 + + ---_+ 
1.00 36 45 81 
Known 51.0 30.0 55.5% 
44.4% 55.6% 
39.1% 83.3% -15.0 15.0 + + + 
Column 92 54 14 6 
Total 63.0% 37.0% 100.0% 
Chi-square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
藝 • 面 • •議•一 ••一•一 •••冊一一 
25.15781 1 .0000 24.041 None 
26.91768 1 .0000 ( Before Yates Correction ) 
Number of Miaaing Observations = 0 
» 
C9 
• . I 
• ！ • 
Cirosstabulation： KMEG know Megadrive 
By GOLDEN Golden Shopping Arcade 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
GOLDEN-> Col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 l.00 Total 
KMEG + + + 
0.0 41 24 65 
unknown 25.8 39.2 44.5% 
63.1% 36.9% 
70.7% 27.3% 
, 15.2 -15.2 + + + 
1.00 17 64 81 
known 32.2 48.8 55.5% 
21.0% 79.0% 
29.3% 72.7% 
-15.2 15.2 + + + 
Column 58 88 146 
Total 39.7% 60.3% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
mm mm mm mm mm mm (w m» mm mm mm mm mm _ _ _ • _ ••稱 _ 一 _ 睡 _ _ 脚• _ _ 
24.95101 1 .0000 25.822 None 
26.67984 1 .0000 ( Before Yates Correction ) 








crosstabulation： KMEG know Megadrive 
By WORDS words of mouth 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
WORDS-> Col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KMEG + + — + 
0.0 32 33 65 
unknown 21.4 43.6 44.5% 
49.2% 50.8% 
66.7% 33.7% 
10.6 -10.6 + + + 
1.00 16 65 81 
known 26.6 54.4 55.5% 
19.8% 80.2% 
33.3% 66.3% 
-10.6 10.6 + + + 
Column 48 98 146 
Total 32.9% 67.1% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
^H mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm — •• ••» •• •脚一 ^ 曙•脚•鋒 ••嫌• w • • • 睡两 
12.89506 1 .0003 21.370 None 
14.19942 1 .0002 ( Before Yates Correction ) 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 







Crosstabulation: KME6 know Megadrive 
By STORE Japanese department stores 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
STORE-> Col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KME6 -+ + + 
0.0 56 9 65 
unknown 48.i 16.9 4 4.5% 
86.2% 13.8% 
51.9% 23.7% 
. 7.9 -7.9 
+ + + 
1.00 52 29 81 
known 59.9 21.1 55.5% 
64.2% 35.8% 
48.1% 76.3% 
-7.9 7.9 + + + 
Column 108 38 146 
Total 74.0% 26.0% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
^ ^m mm mm mm mm mm wm mm mm warn • • ^ • • • • ^ • • • 一麵捕脚•一 •麵 一 •脚幽垂鍾• • • •• •一塞•一 
7.92509 1 .0049 16.918 None 
9.02948 1 .0027 ( Before Yates Correction ) 




Crosstabulation： KMEG know Megadrive 
By SHOP retail toy shop 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
SHOP-> Col Pet Row 
RQsidual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KMEG + + + 
0.0 46 19 65 
unknown 39.6 25.4 44.5% 
70.8% 29.2% 
51.7% 33.3% 
. 6.4 -6.4 + +-— + 
1.00 43 38 81 
known 49.4 31.6 55.5% 
53.1% 46.9% 
48,3% 66.7% -6.4 6.4 + + + 
Column 89 57 146 
Total 61.0% 39.0% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
mm OT w mm aw mm 一^痛 漏••脚•一職猜辑 •垂冊•• — — 一 
4.02406 1 .0449 25.377 None 
4.73793 1 .0295 ( Before Yates Correction ) 






crosstabulation: KSUP know Super Famicom By GAMEM computer game magazine 
count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
GAMEM-> col Pet Residual 0.0 l.oo Total 
KSUP — + + 0.0 34 6 40 
unknown 27.7 12.3 27.4% 85.0% 15.0% 
33.7% 13.3% 
6.3 -6.3 “ + + + 
1.00 67 39 106 
known 73.3 3 2 7 72.6% 
63.2% 36.8% 
66.3% 86.7% -6.3 6.3 + -+ + 
column 101 45 14 6 
Total 69.2% 30.8% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance MinJ.F. f : 二 ： 二 ” : L : ! 
C 48671 1 .0192 12.329 None 
l\\lllo 1 .0110 ( Before Yates Correction ) 






crosstabulation: KSUP know Super Famicom By CONM gamo console magazine 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
CONM-> col Pct Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KSUP + + + � „ 0.0 39 1 40 
unknown 25.2 14.8 27,4% 97.5% 2.5% 
42.4% 1.9% 
13.8 -13.8 - + + + 
1.00 53 53 106 
known 66.8 39.2 72.6% 
50.0% 50.0% 
57.6% 98.1% -13.8 13.8 + + + 
column 92 54 146 
Total 63.0% 37.0% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min__E.F. 二 ： 二 二 二 上 L 二 
• ^ • • *••一 mm mm mm 
26 11298 1 .0000 14.795 None 
28：11411 1 .0000 ( Before Yates Correction ) 






Crosstabulation: KSUP know Super Famicom 
By GOLDEN Golden Shopping Arcade 
Count 
Exp val 
Row Pet no yes 
GOLDEN-> Col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KSUP + + 0.0 25 15 40 
unknown 15.9 24.1 27.4% 
62.5% 37.5% 
43.1% 17.0% 
. 9.1 -9.1 + + + 
1.00 33 73 106 
known 42.1 63.9 72.6% 
31.1% 68.9% 
56.9% 83.0% -9.1 9.1 + + + 
Column 58 88 146 
Total 39.7% 60.3% 100.0% 
Chi-square D.F. Significance MinJ.F. fells^with^E, F. < J 
mmmmmrnmm 一 •"冊一一脚一 "“ 一 
10 65975 1 .00X1 15.890 None ii:93382 1 .0006 ( Before Yates Correction ) 





Crosstabulation： KSUP know puper Famicom 
By TV TV 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
TV-> Col Pet Row 
Residual O.0 1.00 Total 
KSUP + + -+ 
0.0 34 6 40 
unknown 24.1 15.9 27.4% 
85.0% 15.0% 
38.6% 10.3% 
. 9.9 -9.9 + + + 
1.00 54 52 106 
known 63.9 42.1 72.6% 
50.9% 49.1% 
61.4% 89.7% 
-9.9 9.9 + + + 
Column 88 58 146 
Total 60.3% 39.7% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
插 ^m mm « mm ••塵 • • _ _ 一一 _ _ _ _ 一 _ _ _ _ 麵• 
12.68093 1 .0004 15.890 None 
14.06730 1 .0002 ( Before Yates Correction ) 






Crosstabulation: KSUP know Super Famicom 
By WORDS words of mouth 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
WORDS-> Col Pet Row 
Residual o.O 1.00 Total 
KSUP + + + 
0.0 20 20 40 
unknown 13.2 2 6.8 27.4% 
50.0% 50.0% 
41.7% 20.4% 
, 6.8 -6.8 + + + 
1.00 28 78 106 
known 34.8 71.2 72.6% 
26.4% 73.6% 
58.3% 79.6% 
-6 . 8 6 . 8 + + + 
column 48 9 8 146 
Total 32.9% 67.1% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
^ aw ^m mm ^ mm mm mmmn^ mm ••一 •••• ^  • 續續••画 
6.29041 1 .0121 13.151 None 
7.32014 1 .0068 ( Before Yates Correction ) 







crosstabulation: KSUP know super Famicom 
By SHOP retail toy shop 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
SHOP-> Col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KSUP + + + 
0.0 32 8 40 
unknown 24.4 15.6 27.4% 80.0% 20.0% 
36.0% 14.0% 
. 7.6 -7.6 
+ + + 
1.00 57 49 106 
known 64.6 41.4 72.6% 
53.8% 46.2% 
64.0% 86.0% -7.6 7.6 + + + 
column 89 57 146 
Total 61.0% 39.0% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
7.32746 1 .0068 15.616 None 
8 39328 1 .0038 ( Before Yates Correction ) 





Cros3tabulation: KSNK know Neo-Geo 
By 6AHEM computer game magazine 
Count 
Exp val 
Row Pet no yes 
GAMEH-> Col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KSNK + + 0.0 90 22 112 
unknown 77.5 34.5 76.7% 
80.4% 19.6% 
89.1% 48.9% 12.5 -12.5 - + + + 
1.00 11 23 34 
known 23.5 10.5 23.3% 
32.4% 67.6% 
10.9% 51.1% -12.5 12.5 + •+ + 
Column 101 45 146 
Total 69.2% 30.8% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells 
• •••一•鐘續•• 
25 98222 1 .0000 10.479 None 
28!18866 1 .0000 ( Before Yates Correction ) 






Crosstabulation: KSNK know Neo-Geo 
By CONM game console magazine 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
CONM-> col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
KSNK — + + + 
0.0 87 25 112 
unknown 70.6 41.4 76.7% 
77.7% 22.3% 
94.6% 46.3% 
, 16.4 -16.4 + + + 
1.00 5 29 34 
known 21.4 12.6 23.3% 
14.7% 85.3% 
5.4% 53.7% -16.4 16.4 + - + + 
Column 92 54 146 
Total 63.0% 37.0% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F^< 5 
• 一 •麵脚 • w 捕一 MB mm mm 穩—•••麵••僕•脚膽•辑 • • 
41.71769 1 .0000 12.575 None 
44.37851 1 .0000 ( Before Yates Correction ) 
Number of Missing observations = o 





Crossta.uIation: ^^ - N K ^ ^ Arca.e 
count 
Exp Val 
ROW Pet no yes Row GOLDEN-> col Pet Total Residual 0.0 + Total 
KSNK '"ll'o""^ 1 7 ' ^ 57 112 
— fo-J. 76.7% 
94.8% 64.8% 
10.5 -10.5 - + 
1.00 3 31 34 1 •> 5 20.5 23 . 3% 
5.2% 35.2% 
-10.5 10.5 + + + 
column 58 88 
Total 39.7% 60.3% 100.0嗜 
• … . Mi« P V Cells with E.F. < 5 Chi-Square D.F. Significance ^ ？ ^ ： ^ ^ ： ! ： 
_ — mmmmmmmm 一 _ _—爾 
, 0001 13.507 None 16.03414 1 000： ( Before Yates Correction ) 17.67649 1 .oouo 




Crosstabulation: KSNK know Neo-Geo By SHOP retail toy shop 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
SHOP-> col Pet J'Z^'i Residual 0.0 1.00+ Total 
KSNK — 二 … + ； ； 一 39 112 
unknown 68.3 43.7 76.7% 65.2% 34.8% 
82.0% 68.4% 
4.7 -4.7 “ + + + 
1.00 16 18 34 , on 7 13.3 23.3% known ^o. / t二。 47.1% 52.9% 
18.0% 31.6% 
-4.7 4.7 + — + + 
column 89 57 14^ 
Total 61.0% 39.0% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Hin^E.F. f f^^f.!^!!： J l f l l ! 
•I • — 
nooQ 13 27 4 None 2.87714 1 'llll ( Before Yates Correction ) 3.59823 1 .O^IH \ 




crosstabulation: CONM game console magazine 
By AGE age 
Count 
Exp val 
ROW Pct 15-19 20-24 25-29 >=30 ^^^ 
Col.Pct^  1 00 2.00+ f 二 … 」 二 Total 
CONM - 丁 : … + - - - - 1 9 10 92 
° .� 45.4 24.6 15.1 6.9 63.0% 
no 47.8% 20.7% 20.7% 10.9% 
61.1% 48.7% 79.2% 90.9% -1.4 -5.6 3.9 3.1 " + • + + + + 
1.00 28 20 5 1 ”�z ves 26.6 14.4 8.9 4.1 37.(U yes 51.9% 37.0% 9.3% 1.9% 
38.9% 51.3% 20.8% 9.1% 
1.4 5.6 -3.9 -3.1 + +. + + + 
C =；： 49!3% 16!：% 7^5% l�i”％ 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Hin_E.F. f f^^f.!^!!：,!：!：!! 
, 0195 4.068 1 OF 8 ( 12.5%) 
9.89114 3 .019：> 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 




• ‘ ‘ . 
« 
crosstabulation: GOLDEN Golden Shopping Arcade 
By AGE age 
Count 
Exp Val ,, 
ROW pct 15-19 20-24 25-29 >=30 ^^^ 
AGE-> Col Pct , ^^ . nn Tnl-al Residual 1.00 2.00 3 . 0 0 ^ — — T o t a l 
GOLDEN + 17 6 58 
no 0.0 is'l 9 5 4.4 39.7% 
no 41.4% 19.0% 29.3% 10.3% 
33.3% 28.2% 70.8% 54.5% 
-4.6 -4.5 7.5 1.6 
,es 1 . � � + : : � + : ; � + + 4 + 二 ％ 
yes 54.5% 31.8% 8.0% 5.7% 
66.7% 71.8% 29.2% 45.5% 
4.6 4.5 -7.5 — : 二 ― 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance HinJ.F. 二 二 i : !：上 L 二 
•• T — mmmmmmmrn — 
, 0028 4.370 1 OF 8 ( 12.5%) 14.09872 3 .0028 




Crosstabulation： RC rank(console price) 
By INC income 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet unknown <$5,000 $5,000-$ $10,000- >=$15,00 
INC-> Col Pet 9,999 $14,999 0 Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 Total 
RC + + + +• + + 
1.00 2 0 12 4 8 26 
most important 2.5 2.0 8.5 5.2 7.8 17.8% 
7.7% 0.0% 46.2% 15.4% 30.8% 
14.3% 0.0% 25.0% 13.8% 18.2% 
, -.5 -2.0 3.5 -1.2 .2 + + + + + + 
2.00 0 2 1 2 6 11 
1.1 .8 3.6 2.2 3.3 7.5% 
0.0% 18.2% 9.1% 18.2% 54.5% 
0.0% 18.2% 2.1% 6.9% 13.6% 
-1.1 1.2 -2.6 -.2 2.7 
+ + + + + + 
3.00 1 4 9 9 4 27 
2.6 2.0 8.9 5.4 8.1 18.5% 
3.7% 14.8% 33.3% 33.3% 14.8% 
7.1% 36.4% 18.8% 31.0% 9.1% 
-1.6 2.0 .1 3.6 -4.1 
+ + + + + + 
4.00 2 1 9 3 3 18 
1.7 1.4 5.9 3.6 5.4 12.3% 
11.1% 5.6% 50.0% 16.7% 16.7% 
14.3% 9.X% 18.8% 10.3% 6.8% 
•3 -.4 3.1 -.6 -2.4 
+ + + + + + 
5.00 2 1 6 3 9 21 
2.0 1.6 6.9 4.2 6.3 14.4% 
9.5% 4.8% 28.6% 14.3% 42.9% 
14.3% 9,1% 12.5% 10.3% 20.5% -.0 -.6 -.9 -1.2 2 .7 
+ + + + + + 
6.00 4 3 7 5 8 27 
2 . 6 2.0 8.9 5.4 8.1 18.5% 
14.8% 11.1% 25.9% 18.5% 29.6% 
28.6% 27.3% 14.6% 17.2% 18.2% 
1.4 1.0 -1.9 -.4 -.1 + + + + + + 
7.00 3 0 4 3 6 16 
least important 1.5 1.2 5.3 3.2 4.8 11.0% 
18.8% 0.0% 25.0% 18.8% 37.5% 
21.4% 0.0% 8.3% 10.3% 13.6% 
1.5 -1.2 -1.3 -.2 1.2 + + + + + + 
, Column 14 11 48 29 44 146 





‘ ‘ > 
‘ 
• • 
. uAn V y Cells with E.F.< 5 Chi-Square D.F. Signxficance 
— _ — tmmmmmrnm 雜 — 
,, 2808 .829 21 OF 35 ( 60.0%) 27.52039 24 .2808 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 
• . 






Crosstabulation: RG rank(game price) 
By INC income 
Count 
Exp Val ^^ ^  --
, ROW Pet unknown <$5,000 $5,000-$ $10,000- >=$15,00 
TKr-> col Pet 9,999 $14,999 0 Row INC > llliluh O.O l.O� 2.00+ 3.00+ 4.00^ Total 
RG —二 — — r — - — — 厂 — - — — 7 
most important .7 .5 2.3 l.A J . l 4.8� 
0.0% 28.6% 28.6% 28.6-g 
0.0% 18.2% 4.2% 6.9% 2.3% 
- . 7 1 . 5 - . 3 . 6 - 1 . 1 一 
2.00 + r — I—+—_ 1� ^ ；; , I 
2.4 1.9 8.2 5.0 7.5 17.1� 
8.0% 4.0% 40.0% 16.0% 32.0% 
14.3% 9.1% 20.8% 13.8% 18.2% 
-.4 -.9 1.8 -1.0 .5 
+ — + + + + ； 1 7 
3-00 � � 5.6 3 M 3.x 11.6% 
0.0% 5.9% 35.3% 5.9% 52.9% 
0.0% 9.1% 12.5% 3.4% 20.5^ 
-1.6 -.3 .4 -2.4 
4 . � � 一 ； : 广 ： 「 一 ： 广 J + " 3 + 14，“ 
9.5% 9.5% 28.6% 19.0% 33.3^ 
14.3% 18.2% 12.5% 13.8% 15.9% 
-.0 .4 -.9 -.L-+ ： ! _ . . . 
5.00 2 2 13 5 5 27 
2.6 2.0 8.9 5.4 8.1 18. 
7.4% 7.4% 48.1% 18.5% 18.5^ 
14.3% 18.2% 27.1% 17.2% 11,4% 
-.6 -.0 4.1 -.4 -3.1 + + + + + 27 
6.00 ^ 3 2:0 8.9 5.! 8.! 18.5% 
11.1% 3.7% 22.2% 33.3% 29.6% 
21.4% 9.1% 12.5% 31.0% 18.2% 
.4 -1.0 -2.9 3.6 -.1 + + + + + + 
least 一 二 ^ ^ 丄 JiL i :•丄 . " L 
35 7% 18.2% 10.4% 13.8% 13.6-i 
2:9 .3 -2.2 …:丄一+一--：：!-_.. 
^ _ +� - - 1 1 48 29 44 14 6 
. C 二 7’“ 32%% 19.9% 30.1% 100.0% 
C28 
� • . 
I 
^ Chi-Square D.F. Significance MinJ.F. f f^^f.!^!!：.!：!：!! 
面 • • 請 一 脚 輯 
,, .527 21 OF 35 ( 60.0%) 25.47885 24 .3801 … 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 
. 一 • 一 “ ,i_ir 
C 29 
� 
. • - -
I 
専 
I • _ 
s；, • 1;' . 
I 1 I ， . • f 
f L � • • … … RC rank (console price) I Crosstabulation: RC .. 




ROW Pct worker student 
J O B � C o l ^ P c t ^ 二 1 
RC ； ； 一 11 26 
1 . 0 0 1 5 上亡 o-
f most important J^：^, 17.8� 
19.7% 15.7% 1.5 -1.5 
2,00 + ； — + — ^ 2 11 





14.1 12.9 18.5^ 
4 8 . 1 % 5 1 . 9 % 
17.1% 20.0% 
丨 - 1 . 1 1 . 1 
4.00 XI I 
9.4 8.6 12. 
61.1% 38.9% 
1 4 . 5 % 1 0 . 0 % L 1.6 一1.6 
——一 
5 . 0 0 1 5 6 头 10.9 10.1 14,4^  ‘ 71.4% 28.6% 
i 19.7% 8.6% 4.1 -4.1 
‘ 
6 00 9 18 27 
“ 0 0 1 4 1 12.9 18.5% 
33.3% 66.7% 
； 1 1 . 8 % 2 5 . 7 % 
-5.1 5.1 
7.00 + ：一 16 
least important . ； ： ^ . 
5 . 3 % 1 7 . 1 % 
-4.3 4.3 
] 
‘ column 76 70 




/ • . 丨 . 丨 、 . 、 
. wj „ V -p Cells with E.F. < 5 
Chi-Square D.F. Signxfxcance ^？ ^： ! ! . !： !： 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
16.63452 6 .0107 5.274 None 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 





• • « 
.i 
% 
crosstabulation: RG rank(game price) 
By JOB job 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet worker student 
jOB-> Col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
RG + + + “ 
1.00 5 2 7� 
most important 3.6 3.4 4.8% 
71.4% 28.6% 
6.6% 2.9% 
I.4 -1.4 + + + 
2.00 15 10 25 13.0 12.0 17.1% 
60.0% 40.0% 
19.7% 14.3% 
2 . 0 - 2 . 0 




+ + + 4.00 9 12 21 
10.9 10.1 14.4% 
42.9% 57.1% 
11.8% 17.1% 
J -1.9 1.9 
+ + + 




+ + + 
6.00 13 14 27 
14.1 12.9 18.5% 
48.1% 51.9% 
17.1% 20.0% -1.1 1.1 
+ + —+ 
7.00 9 13 22 
least important 11.5 10.5 15.1% 40.9% 59.1% II.8% 18.6% 
-2.5 2.5 
+ + + 
Column 76 70 146 






:I 4 . 
丨.1 ‘ 
i • . 
E F cells with E . F . < 5 n p Significance Min E.F. Chi-Square D.F. 二 
- 2 OF 14 ( 14.3%) 
6 .6629 
4.10169 6 
Number of Missing Observations = ° 
._-_ _ . 
“ . — — -
t 
i ] • j • . 
c 33 
• � 1 ‘ •- -
i •.. : i . 
y . . 
… . … „G buy (Golden Shopping Arcade) 
crosstabulation: ^^ computer game magazine 
Count 
Exp Val 
ROW Pct no yes 如 ^ 
Coljct^ 0 _ 丄 + — — ？ 0 — Total 
BG : + " 7 一"" 9 5 4 
� • � 37.4 16.6 37.0% 
no 83.3% 16.7% 
44.6% 20.0% 
7.6 -7.6 
1 � � — : ; � + - + 63!O% 
yes 60.9% 39.1% 
5 5 . 4 % 8 0 . 0 % 
- 7 . 6 7 . 6 
A s 14 6 
6 二 ％ 30.8% XOO.0% 
D F Significance Min E.F. Cells wit._E.F.<_5 
Chi-Square D.F. 
_ 輯 _ •• 
16 644 None 
J 7.03406 1 'llll ( Before Yates Correction ) 
I 8.05315 1 • 




J C 3 4 
\ V h 
I 
i _ .….—...._. -
crosstabulation: BG buy(Golden Shopping Arcade) 
By CONM game console magazine 
Count 
Exp val 
ROW Pet no yes 
CONM-> col Pct 二 二 Residual 0.0 1.00+ Total 
B® '"oTo … + 12 54 
34.0 20.0 37.0% 
77.8% 22.2% 
45.7% 22.2% 
8 . 0 - 8 . 0 - + + + 
1.00 50 42 92 
58.0 34.0 63.0% 
y 54.3% 45.7% 
54.3% 77.$% 
- 8 . 0 8 . 0 + + + 
column 92 54 l^e 
Total 63.0% 37.0% 100.0嗜 
. …. Mi n V F cells with E.F. < 5 Chi-Square D.F. Sign 二 二 二 二 "Itl^ ili -
• *••一 譯—一— 
1 0080 19.97 3 None 7.04108 1 , ( Before Yates Correction ) 8.01485 1 . � � “ 
！ Number of Missing Observations = 0 









Crosstabulation： BG buy(Golden shopping Arcade) 
By GOLDEN Golden Shopping Arcade 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pct no yes 
GOLDEN-> Col Pct Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total B6 — + + + 
0.0 34 20 5 4 
no 21.5 32.5 37.0% 
63.0% 37.0% 
58.6% 22.7% 
“ 12.5 -12.5 + + + 
1.00 24 68 92 
yes 36.5 55.5 63.0% 
2 6.1% 73.9% 
41.4% 77.3% 
-12.5 12.5 + —.-+ + 
Column 58 88 14 6 
Total 39.7% 60.3% 100.0% 
Chi-square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
睡 賴 • 一 •鎮••镇 一 • 驛 
17.81526 1 .0000 21.452 None 
19.32465 1 .0000 ( Before Yates Correction ) 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 I - -. 一-— 
i L 
； 一 … 
1 . 一 “ 








I f -� . . C36 
• V 
• . I 
crosstabulation: BPCE buy(PC-Engine) 
By BUY buy or not 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
BUY-> Col Pet Ro^ 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
BPCE + +_ ‘ ， 0.0 34 2 36 
unknown 27.1 8.9 24.7% 94.4% 5.6% 
30.9% 5.6% 
6.9 -6.9 
t* + + + 
1.00 40 11 51 
1st likely buy 38.4 12.6 34.9% 
78.4% 21.6% 
36.4% 30.6% 1.6 -1.6 � + + + 
2.00 25 12 37 
2nd likely buy 27.9 9.1 25.3% 
67.6% 32.4% 
22.7% 33.3% -2.9 2.9 + + + 
3.00 8 8 16 
3rd likely buy 12.1 3.9 11.0% 
50.0% 50.0% 
7.3% 22.2% -4.1 4.1 + + + 
4.00 3 3 6^  
4th likely buy 4.5 1.5 4.1% 
50.0% 50.0% 
2.7% 8.3% -1.5 1.5 + + + 
Column 110 36 14 6 
Total 75.3% 24.7% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. ^ ！ ^ ^ ! . ! ^ ： ! ! ! . ! ： ! ： ! ! 
• • — mmmmmmwm — 
16.14224 4 .0028 1.479 3 OF 10 ( 30.0%) 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 






crosstabulation: BMEG buy(Megadrive) 
By BUY buy or not 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
BUy-> col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
BMEG + + + 
0 . 0 4 1 2 43 
unknown 32.4 10.6 29.5% 
95.3% 4.7% 
37.3% 5.6% 
. 8.6 -8.6 
+ + + 
1.00 27 8 35 
1st likely buy 26.4 8.6 24.0% 
77.1% 22.9% 
24.5% 22.2% .6 - . 6 + + + 
2.00 18 11 29 




+ + + 
3.00 16 14 30 
3rd likely buy 22.6 7.4 20.5% 
53.3% 46.7% 
14.5% 38.9% 
- 6 . 6 6.6 + + 
4.00 8 1 9� 
4th likely buy 6.8 2,2 6.2% 
8 8 . 9 % 1 1 . 1 % 
7 . 3 % 2 . 8 % 
1.2 -1.2 + + + 
column 110 36 146 
Total 75.3% 24.7% 100.0% 
Chi-square D.F. Significance Min E.F. f i f l 二 二 
^ ^ M* MB M mm mm mm • ^ 
20.78709 4 .0003 2.219 1 OF IG ( 10.0%) 





crosstabulation: BSUP buy(Super Famicom) 
By BUY buy or not 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pet no yes 
BUY-> Col Pet Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
BSUP + + 一 + “ 0.0 45 1 46 
unknown 34.7 11.3 31.5% 
97.8% 2.2% 
40.9% 2.8% 
10.3 -10.3 + + + 
1.00 24 16 40 
1st likely buy 30.1 9.9 27.4% 
60 . 0% 40.0% 
21.8% 44.4% 
-6.1 6.1 + + + 
2.00 21 9 30� 
2nd likely buy 22.6 7.4 20.5嗜 
70.0% 30.0% 
19.1% 25.0% -1.6 1.6 + -+ + 
3.00 13 9 22� 
3rd likely buy 16.6 5.4 1 5 山 
59.1% 40.9% 
11.8% 25.0% -3.6 3 . 6 + + + 
4.00 7 1 8� 
4th likely buy 6.0 2.0 5.5嗜 
87.5% 12.5% 
6.4% 2.8% 1.0 -1.0 + + + 
column 110 36 146 
Total 75.3% 24.7% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min_E.F. 二 二 二 上 匕 f 
t -T — _ 
� OOO? 1.973 1 OF 10 ( 10.0%) 21.81039 4 .0002 








crosstabulation: BSNK buy(Neo-Geo) 
By BUY buy or not y 
Count 
Exp val 
Row Pct no yes 
BUY-> col Pct Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
BSNK + + + ” ， 0.0 64 8 72 
unknown 54.2 17.8 49.3% 88.9% 11.1% 
58.2% 22.2% 
9.8 -9.8 ； + + + 
1.00 1 1 2 � 
1st likely buy 1.5 .5 l • “ 
50.0% 50.0% .9% 2.8% -.5 .5 — + 
2.00 5 2 \ 
2nd likely buy 5.3 1.7 4.8省 
71.4% 28.6% 
4.5% 5.6% -.3 .3 + + + 
3.00 12 3 15� 
3rd likely buy 11.3 3.7 10.3劣 
80.0% 20.0% 
10.9% 8.3% • 7 -.7 + + + 
4.00 28 22 50� 
4th likely buy 37.7 12.3 34.2省 
56.0% 44.0% 
25.5% 61.1% -9.7 9.7 + + + 
column 110 36 146 
Total 75.3% 24.7% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance MinJ.F. 二 二 二 一 二 : : _ ! 
^ 0012 .493 4 OF 10 ( 40.0%) 18.10571 4 .0012 … 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 
C40 
crosstabulation： AGE age 




Row Pct worker student 
jOB-> Col Pct Row 
Residual 0.0 1.00 Total 
AGE + + 1.00 9 63 72 




t. + + + 
2.00 35 4 39 
20-24 20.3 18.7 26.7% 
89.7% 10.3% 
46.1% 5.7% 14.7 -14.7 + + + 
3.00 23 1 24 
25-29 12.5 11.5 16.4% 
95.8% 4.2% 
30.3% 1.4% 10.5 -10.5 + + + 
4.00 9 2 11 
>=30 5.7 5.3 7.5% 81.8% 18.2% 
11.8% 2.9% 
3.3 -3.3 + + + 
Column 76 70 146 
Total 52.1% 47.9% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.<^5 
M 一 — — ••一 • 讀 一 •— 一 ""一 一一一 —講一 
89.66709 3 .0000 5.274 None 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 
C41 
辱 
Crosstabulation： INC income 
By JOB job 
Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pct worker student 
JOB-> Col Pct Row 
Residual 0.O l.oo Total 
INC + + + 
0.0 2 12 14 
unknown 7.3 6.7 9.6% 
14.3% 85.7% 
2.6% 17.1% 
. -5.3 5.3 + + + 
1.00 6 5 11 
<$5,000 5.7 5.3 7.5% 
54.5% 45.5% 
7.9% 7.1% 
.3 -.3 +- + + 
2.00 22 26 48 
$5,000-$9,999 25.0 23.0 32.9% 
45.8% 54.2% 
28.9% 37.1% 
-3.0 3.0 + + + 
3.00 16 13 29 
$10,000-$14,999 15.1 13.9 19.9% 
55.2% 44.8% 21.1% 18.6% 
• 9 -.9 + + + 
4.00 30 14 44 
>=$15,000 22.9 21.1 30.1% 
68.2% 31.8% 
39.5% 20.0% 
7.1 -7.1 + + + 
Column 76 70 146 
Total 52.1% 47.9% 100.0% 
Chi-Square D.F. Significance Min E.F. Cells with E.F.< 5 
mm mm «» mm mm mm ••推•賺一 • 辑 冊 冊 華 • • 禱 攀 • • 麵 
13.47180 4 .0092 5.274 None 
Number of Missing Observations = 0 
“ • — — - - 1—1 1 - — - , ,, .— — — 
鲁 
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